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ABSIB^AC1

There has been a "revivar" of Marxist inspired work in
the social sciences in recent years. This líterature is not
uniform in the characterization of historical materialisn,
and has resulted in conpeting interpretations of the earlier
texts. lwo "schoors" have come to doninate Marxist inspired
anthropology: "dependency theory" and ',articulation theory. "

My contention, following the Iead of Brewer (Igg0) and

others, is that these two approaches are not opposed to each

other, but rather, they are broken ¡noments of an originar
unity found in the earrier t,exts. Thus, both theoretical
orientations are necessary for a fulr understanding of class
structure and class dynamics in any society.

The Benin Kingdon is a varuabre test case insofar as

this state maintained its autonomy untir lgg?, was

relativery well docunented by European merchants and

traverlers, and has a rich and well preserved oral history.
articulation theory provides a framework ¡vithin which

to examine t.he fundamental- production reLations and hence

the modes of production operative within the kingdon. one

conclusion is that a srave node of production dominated a

domestic node of production, with a corresponding basic
cÌass structure of srave owners, slaves, elders, and women
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and juniors. Dependency theory supplements the analysis of
production by pracing the Benin Kingdon in the regional and

international trade networks within which it operated. Thus

dependency theory adds a dynanic elenent to the analysis by

showing how class struggles ersewhere affect the class
struggle and conditions of production within the kingdon.

As a resul-t of applying the dependency model to slave
production relations, it r{as concluded that a "secondary"
class of "petty slavers" was forned by the articulation of

the srave and domestic modes. contradictions within the

slave node and economic conditions unfavourable to the

dominant slave owning class r{ere such that a transition to
new productive relations was well underway when British
forces invaded the kindgon in l8g?. The pre-existing social
structure thus aids in our understanding of how capitalisn

affected, and was affected by, African societies in earlier
times and the present.
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I. INTBODUCTTON

1. I. OBJECTIVE OF TEE STUDY

The recent 'revivail of Marxist inspired work in the
sociar sciences during the last twenty years has led to a

profusion of literature that is often held to be

contradictory, with rival 'schools' or individuals claining
to be more Marxist than others. one of the Eore prolonged

and heated debates that has energed is the , dependency

school' versus the 'articulation school.' t{hile the polemic

was waged between adherents of these two approaches, others
began to question whether a reconciliation was possible.
Brewer (rg80: 272), for exanple, has written that the debate

is indeed a non-problem. There can be noquestion of choosing to analyse at one of
these leveIs, and ignoring the others; any
adequate account...roust incorporate aIl of
then, and their interrelatione. There is
only a problem if one asks the purely
senantic question: to what kinds of entities
can the adjectives , capitalist, ' 'feudaI, ' andso on be attached?

The debate began in the context
capitalisn in present day societies,

exchange between Frank and taclau on

developnent in Latin America. Frank

of the transition to

in particular, the

the nature of

(I969a; 1969b) took the



position that Latin Àmerica has been fully capitalist since
the spanish conquest, arthough the capitalisn that energed

there was of an order that led to ,underdevelopnent,, rather
than the 'development' experienced in Europe. lacraurs
( r9?l) critique of Frank r.{as essentiarry that analysis
proceeded in the sphere of circulation to the exclusion of
production rerations. what Lacrau suggested is that Latin
America is fully capitalist in terms of exchange, but, in
terms of production, capitalisn was inconplete and stirl

'articulates' with previous nodes of production.

The paraneters of the debate r,{ere widened with the

writings of rmmanuel t{allerstein on the 'dependency, side,
and the translation into English of various works by the

'French structurarists' on the 'articuration, side. These

authors and their forlo¡vers began to pursue Iines of enquiry
for social systems historically prior to capitalis¡u as well.
I{ith this developnent it was no longer excrusively a

question of the transition to capitalism, but the question
of transition itserf, fron one mod.e of production to
another- This, of course, is a question with which

anthropologists have long concerned thenselves.

My primary objective here is to show that, ât least in
the caÉre of the Benin Kingdon, the debate is indeed a

t'non-problem" which has often obscured issues as often as

clarifying them. Brewer's choice of the word 'Ievel, is
particularly apt, since the matter, as deveroped in the



discussion so far, is posing a theory of exchange against a

theory of production. Both are indispensable elenents when

exanining concret,e societies. However, it must not be

forgotten that analysis is arso taking prace at different
levels of abstraction. one need only to look at how Marx
(1983) organízed and presented capitar in order to
understand this. volume r exanined the production process

in order to understand the relations of production, volune
rr focused on the exchange process in order to understand
the distribution of the product, and finalty vorune rrr
examined how production and exchange interact in order for
the entire systen to reproduce itserf and yet change as a

part of that reproduction. rn a sense, it is as if the
current debate r{as between vorune r and volune rr, and

vorume rrr never existed. undeniably, Marx's purpose was to
begin at the highest revel of abstraction and to
successivery move to lower levers of abstraction,
indicating, along the way, how various social institutions
and social groups shape the processes operating at the
different levels of abstraction.

L.2. PRBSENTÂ?ION FOBMå,T

t{ith this notion of successivery noving from higher
levels of abstraction to lower r feer r can adequatery
outline 500 years of history in a particular society in a



nanner as yet rarely done by ethnographers and

enthnohistorians of a Marxist persuasion since, for the most

part, anarysis has been conducted at onry one level of
abstraction. An exanple that readily comes to nind is the
case of the rvory coast. claude Meillassoux, a leading
proponent of 'articulationr, has conducted research aEong

these peoples since the late lg50,s. rn his reratively
recent work, Maidens. Meal and Money (19Bla), his only
reference to Rodolfo stavenhagen, a ,dependency, theorist
¡rho has also written on the rvory coast, ¡{as essentially to
disrniss stavenhagen's anaryeis. stavenhagen (r969), on the
other hand, does not even mention Meirrassoux or any other
'articulation' theorists, even though their work was

beconing avairable at the tine of his writing. clearly,
whire there has been no rack of criticisn in the history of
the debate, it is equarry as clear that there has been an

absence of dialogue.

My analysis will begin with an exanination of the
different nodes of production operating in the Benin Kingdon
for which there is sufficient historicar material. rn the
process it wirl be possibre to identify the prinary
rerations of production and their inherent contradictions
for each node of production. rn particular, the works of
Godelier (L977), Meitlassoux (lggla), and Terray (1gBB,

1979a, 1979b, LgTs) wilr provid.e the theoreticar background

at this level of analysis. At this point r will posit that



between c. 1400 and t8g? there were two modes of production
in operation in the Benin Kingdon. l) one r{as a node of
production corresponding to what Meillassoux and Terray
would call a donestic or rineage mode of production. The

defining features of this mode of production are that
kinship serves as a basis for the division of rabour within
a relatively autonomous community. z) The other was a mode

of production corresponding to what Anin (rg7z) terns a

'tributary' node of production which arose from the lineage
node. This mode of production 'mirrors, the first
politically and ideotogically in order to mask the ner.v forms

of exploitation econonically. Although Anin and others
regard a slave mode of production separate from a tributary
rnode of production, r will put forward an argument that the
former is a variation of the ratter. For the moment r
consider it sufficient to suggest that mod.es of production
can also be analysed at three different revels of
abstraction. Briefly, there is r) a universal revel where

ùhe node of production is either present or absent, such as

a tributary mode where, for exanpre, one class colrects
tribute or no tribute is corrected and therefore there is no

class of tribute takers; 2) a niddre or regionar Ievel that
contains variations of a universal lever such as a feudar
mode of production or an Asiatic mode of prod.uction, both of
which are variants of a tributary mode, and; 3) a specific
or particular level which contains variations on the niddle



level such as English feudalisn or French feudalisn (cf.
Halperin 1984, Wolf I9BZ).

This first chapter, since it is primariry based on the
work of 'French structuralistsr, must also take into account
the nature of structural analysis. Both sahlins (rgBl) and

Itlolf (r982) note that structural anarysis, while useful, is
often at the expense of historical analysis. My attempt to
overcome this Iimitation witl be outlined in the chapter on

class.

chapter rr will examine Benin's trade relations over
time' both internally and externally, as far as the
historical material pernits. I{alrerstein's (lgzg, rgzg)
discussions on precapitarist arenas of exchange, although
meagre, provide a point of departure. He contend.s that
prior to tbe rise of capitalisn there r{ere either
"reciprocal nini-systems" ár "red.istributive çuorrd-ernpires r ,,

which, by definition, are mutualry exclusive of each other.
His basis for posing these systems is adnittedly grounded in
the work of Karr Potanyi as well as Marx. rn this context a

review of Polanyi's influence on Marxist anthropology would
be in order. t{allerstein's anarganation of polanyi and Marx

have led hin to conclude that "the relat,ions between mod.es

of exchange and modes of production...are indenticar" (rgzg:
263)- on the other hand, struct,ural analysts, such as those
outlined above, tend to reject many of polanyi's arguments

while remaining sympathetic to the object of his research.



Their enphasis on relations of production suggests that
nodes of exchange and nodes of production, while related,
cannot arways be identicat. This is precisely the point
where the two 'schools' diverge. This is arso why the
efforts by Polanyi take on such importance.

At the heart of the natt,er, r believe, is confusion
over the appropriate lever of analysis. lfallerstein's
formulations are conducted at what T have terned the
universal level, where the mode of production and mode of
exchange are equivalent. As others have noted (e.g., Laclau
L977, Brewer 1980), such a conception distorts or ignores
the distinction between mode of production and economic

system. r wourd argue that I{alrersteinrs fornulations are
best understood as an econonic system, but that by

themselves these formurations are not sufficient to
understand the dynanics of an economic systen. The

'articuration' approach rightly emphasises the relations of
production but when the analysis proceeds to distribution
there is a subtLe shift of emphasis. Terray (rgzg), for
example, suggests that relations of distribution correspond
to, and are dominated by, relations of production in the
Abron Kingdon. t{hile r have no quarrel with this assertion
it seems to me to be inadequate because it does not take
into account that neighbouring societies are also subject to
a sinilar structurar design. Howeverr rêighbouring
societies occupy different ecological zones, have different



productive bases, population siaes, technologies, and

histories. rn short, Terray, although at ti¡nes coming

close, is lacking 'dependency' relationships between and

within societies. The assumption seems to be that until
conquest occurs exchange is conducted between equivalent
societies for goods desired by both societies. rn actuality
this is rarely the case.

A model proposed bv Ekhorn (rggr) shourd hopefully
provide a link between the two approaches outlined above.

l{hire r cannot wholly subscribe to the model, certain
erenents are particurarly relevant to ny objectives here,
specifically the characterization of ,Ievels.'

The simplest description of a globat
system is one conposed of two hierarchical
leve1s each of which is characterized by acertain kind of ,totality., Àt the lower
level is production and Iocal social

. structure, the ,social formation, and atthe higher level the set of 'external,rerations rinking such rocarised sub-units.
The logicar interdependence of the two reversshould be evident--production can only belocal, exchange can only take place bàtweenlocaL production processes (Ekhorn tgBr: 246).

The next logical step is to estabrish the ,center' and

'periphery' and the relationship between them. The ,center,

requires raw naterials ( incruding rabour) to manufacture
products for export to the 'periphetvr' and the 'periphery,
exchanges raw materials for finished products.

The third chapter wilr examine the class structure and

class dynamics of the Benin Kingdon. The first chapter on



production rerations will have already provided the
structuraL determinants of the various cLasses in the Bini
mode of production. Exchange rerations wilr have taken a

step towards concrete rearity by suggesting how internal and

external trade and distribution reproduce production
rerations and, hence, class divisions in Bini society. rn
this chapter r wilr attenpt an even further approximation of
reaLity by examining how class conflict shaped the
developnent of Bini society.

considering that the historical materiars availabl_e

have little to say regarding the lives of the prod.ucers and

the lower echelons of the aristocratic elite, the difficulty
becomes a question of how the class struggle did nanifest
itself- of course, the reratively recent ethnographic
materials are suggestive, particularly in conbination with
the historical evidence that is available. certainly this
wirr require a certain amount of speculation and the degree
of specuration increases the farther one g'oes back in tine.
The probren, obviousry, is how to rinit the guesswork given
the paucity of data that exists.

My approach to overcoming excessive speculation will be

to examine the orar histories of the Bini kings as presented
by Jacob Egharevba (1968). t{hiIe it is possible to study
these oral histories in a number of ways, the tack utirized
here has its roots in Marx. tfhen Marx wrote The Eighteenth
Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte he suggested that "Men rnake

I



their own history, but they do not make it just as they
please" (1977: l3). He correctly asserted that society,
composed of individual social beings, can always choose to
sorve social probLens using a variety of techniques, but the
techniques at the disposal of society have their ant,ecedants
and thus linit the options available to society. Writing
late in t,he nineteenth century George plekhanov developed
this notion further by exanining the part a reading
individual can play in solving social problems.

A great nan is great not because hispersonal qualities glive individual featuresto great historical events but because hepossesses qualities which make hin nostcapable of serving the great social needsof his time, needs which arose as a resultof general and particular causes...He solvesthe scientific problems brought up by theproceeding process of intellectual develop_
ment of society; he points to the new social
needs created by the proceeding developmentof social relationships; he takes the
initiative in satisfying these needs. He isa hero. But he is a hero not in the sensethat he can stop or change the natural courseof things, but in the sense that his
activities are the conscious and Til.

ress of t. ¡.nev
Ìn

and u
tt o LS S 1qn

herein lies his whole powãroerern rres lrts whole power. (plekhanov
I969; 176, emphasis added. )

.â't this point the connection to the Bini king lists
becomes rather transparent; these oral histories serve as a

condensed form of social development. Even if particuLar
events are not recorded in historÍ, the effects have been
preserved i¡ these court histories of famous, and infamous,

10



divine monarchs. so what rde have then, is a compacted

version of the class struggle ascribed to this or that king.
rf this is indeed the case, the resurt is a nethod to
overcome the ahistorical nature of structural analysis
arluded to earlier since the crass struggle nodifies the
relations of production and hence the mode of production
i tsel f.

1.3. lHE DATA

Data collection ¡¿ill consist entirely of avairable
ethnographic and historical monographs and documents. Ilhile
a co¡nplete col lect ion of archival ¡nateriars and a period of
fierdwork is highry desirable, the current constraints and

restrictions within which r an operating prevent me fron
real iz ing t,his ideal .

operating with the materiars at my disposar naturalry
entails a number of difficulties. The ethnographic rnaterial
was written after British coloniaL intervention which

entails the risk of nistaking an inposed institution for an

indigenous one. Furthermore, the historícal naterial
availabl.e r{as written entirely by Europeans. unlike other
Ilest Af rican stat,es further to the north where Musl in
influence encouraged writing for documenting events, Benin
and other forest,/coastal states did not have writing
systens. Thus, there is no African perspective to counter
the European perspect ive. .al-so unfortunate is the f act that

1t



archaeological research has not yet

where we can substantiate or refute
by historians and ethnographers. fn

bias, including ny own, distorts the
greater or lesser degrees.

progressed to the point

propositions put forward

aIl cases, personal

objective situation to

L.4. RELEVåNCE OF TEE SÎUDY

For anyone interested in understanding contenporary
African poritics' economics, society, and curture one must
begin in the past. Many authors have often noted the
poverty that exists in most modern Âfrican states and that
in forner tines this was usualry not the case. Throughout
the continent there was a ti¡ne when cult,ures and societies
rdere f lourishing and vibrant . At the t ine of European

contact, there was a neeting of societies and world views
that reÉarded each other as ,'different but equal,,, to borrow
Davidson's (1982) phrase. My own curiousity begs me to ask
¡+hy this former equality has degenerated into poverty for
the najority of Âfrican people today. r am not suggesting
that forner African societies were necessarily Gardens of
Eden. Ifhat r am suggesting is that hor.,ever diff icult rife
may have been, it was far fron'nasty, brutish, and short.,

My own interest in west Africa began severar years ago

when the lfestern media began reporting a massive fanine
throughout this region of the continent. rnages of
distended betlies on the terevision, reports of murder over

T2



norsels of food, reports of farners seÌling or pawning their
children so that they night be fed, etc., come to mind. rf
the appear Í{as originally emotional, it did not take long to
be intellectual as wel1. rf west Âfrican societies had

experienced relatively more prosperous times, then it
becomes of the utmost importance to understand what r{as

lost, and more importantly, how ideas and institutions r{ere

lost and gained.

on an enpiricar leveI, this study has two aspects to
contribute to the body of knowledge that already exists. on

one hand, the extant material regarding Benin is quite
li¡nited in terns of extensive study. The neighbouring
popurations of the Yoruba kingdons in the west, the Hausa

and FuIani kin¿ldons in the north, and the stateless rbo to
the east have received considerabry more attention. R.E.

Bradbury was the last ethnographer to study the Bini people

in detai l, prinari 1y in t.he 1950' s and earry 1g60' s .

unfortunately his nid-career death has deprived the acadenic
community of his wisdon and open-nindedness. prior to his
work, H. Ling Roth published a najor work in lg0B, valuable
in that the Benin Kingdom had onry rost its formal
independence in 189?. Alan Ryder, a historian who studied
under Bradbury, pubrished a comprehensive history of
European contact with Benin in the Late rg60's. onry a few
journal articLes, rinited in scope, firl in some of the
gaps. Thus, this study is both a reappraisar and extension

13



of these authors' contributions, a necessary step to

deepening and broadening our understanding of the Bini
people, and west Africa in general. on the other hand, by

using a Marxist analysis, r hope to achieve a product that
is usefur not just to anthropologists and historians, but of
value to any social scientists interested in African issues.

At the theoretical revel my nain objective, as r have

already stated, is to attenpt an analysi.s that incorporates
a prominent Marxist theory of exchange and a proninent

Marxist theory of production. rf successful, a major

advance toward the resolution of a debate will have

occurred. However, there are other theoretical issues at
stake here as well. How inportant Ívas the slave trade? How

inportant was the European trade conpared to internal and

regional trade (cf., Law IgZB)? Finally, in examining the
class structure, r wirr attenpt to operat,ionalize plekanov's

essay in the hope of overcoming the ahistorical nature of a

structural analysis. Leslie lÌhite achieved a fair measure

of success using si¡nirar ideas in the late lg40's, but for
the most part this approach to interpreting oral history has

been ignored.
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II. BELATIONS OF PPODUCTION TN PRE_COTONIAI BENIN

2.I. ISEOREÎICA¿ CONSIDERATIONS

2.L.L. TEB LINEAGE MODE OF PRODUCTION

Maurice Godelier (Lg?T) has argued that four steps are
required in order to understand any social and econonic
formation. These steps are: r) arl nodes of production
must be identified along with the manner in which these
nodes articulate; z) the social and ideotogical relations
which correspond to these mod.es of production must be

identified; 3) understanding the for¡n and content of
articuration in order to understand which node is dominant

and how the other modes are adapted to the functioning of
the doninant mode; and, 4) examining how the sociar and

ideological elements, which had their origins in different
modes' are redefined in the process of articuLation. My

purpose here is prinarily devoted to expricating points r)
and 3), arthough this in no sense is meant to belittre the
role of ideology (and at any rate wirr have to be included
in certain parts of the discussion anyway). r take it as

axiomatic that the 'rast instance, should be examined in the
first place.

15



My anarysis in this chapter is concerned to establish
that Benin after 1400 was characterized by two modes of
production--a subordinate lineage node, and a doninant
slave/tributary mode. since enpirical data is corlected on

the basis of pre-existing theoretical notions, r will follow
this rogical course in my presentation, beginning with the
lineage mode of production aÉr envisioned by the French

structuralists.

Meillassoux has spent the longest period of tirne
amongst the French structurarists researching what he terms
the domestic mode of production. His anarysis of the Guro

of the rvory coast was the inspiration for many in refining
their own conceptuarization of what the domestic node (or
Iineage mode or kin-ordered node, etc. ) should be. For

these reasons it is worthwhire to pursue his argument as it
appears in its most deveroped forn in Maidens. Meal. and

Monev (r98la). To begin with, the domestic community is
composed of individuars who, a) practice self-sustaining
agriculture, b) produce and consume on conmunally held rand,
and c) are linked by ties of personal dependence arranged
hierarchicalry. Let us look at each aspect in turn.

self-sufficiency as a concept, Meirlassoux argues, is
applicable onLy to the sphere of production, while
reproduction is dependent on the existence of sinirar
domestic communities. These domestic communities overlap to
a large degree with segmentary rineages, arthough he
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naintains a separation in order to give the enphasis to
residence rat,her than descent. The point is also made that
serf-sufficiency should not be confused with autarky. å,

goods trade does exist but the effects of this trade are

'neutralized' insofar as these products becone prestige
goods controlled by the erders. should the erders rose
control over the movement of these goods then the productive
relations would be transformed. setf-sufficiency does not
¡nake arlowance for specialization beyond the donestic unit
but does, however, incorporate speciarists such as iron
workers. rf r understand him correctly, he is advocating
that specialists can in some ç{ay be incorporated into the
donestic econony by dividing their tine between agriculture
and their craft with emphasis on the former. ,{s in the case
with trade, if craft production becomes separated fron
agriculture' i.e., a growing division of rabour, then there
must be institutional arrangements which maintain the
integrity of the domestic connunity or transformations wiLl
occur. The possibitity of domestic units conbining for
short periods, such as a village situation, is also added

aì-though these activities are considered second.ary.

Àgricurtural production and craft. techniques, at the
level of the productive forces in this mode, require that
social development has reached a stage that can support, the
donestic unit nutritionally and provide for the next
agricurtural cycle. This means that the number of active
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workers at any given tine exceeds what is technicalry
necessary in order to provide tinsurance' should some

members farl il1, die, etc. Fullest deveropnent of the
donestic mode is reached in cereal agriculture rather than
production in root crops and fruit. land, in this
situation, is an instrunent of labour rather than a subject
of labour. (The latter corresponds to a hunting and

gathering node of production presunabry out of which the
douestic rnode arose. ) craft production can occur since the
agricultural cycle, where the prinary enphasis lies, has

productive and unproductive periods based on the seasonar

cycIe.

the domestic community's social organization is built
sinultaneously on relations of production and relations of
reproduction. "lT]he essence of the reÌations of
production" are that "they create rifelong organic rerations
between members of the community; they support a

hierarchicar structure based on anteriority (or 'age,); they
constitute functional coherent economic and sociar ceLrs
which are organicarly linked through tine; they define
membership, as well as a structure and a poh¡er of managment

which fal1 to the eldest in the productive cycle"
(MeiLlassoux 1981a: 42). Rerations of reproduction,
however' are the doninant preoccupation (or 'instance')
although subject to the constraints of production (which is
deterninant). The process of reprod.uction ensures that a
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demographic balance i's maintained between donestic units by

exchanging pubescent women and craining the offspring for
the donestic conmunity. The exchange of wonen is rarely
immediate and is usuarly derayed for a number of reasons
(e.g. denographic inbalances, differing ag;es of women, etc.)
The end result is a series of nultilateral exchanges over a

'natrinonial area. '

IT]he place occupied by the relations of
reproduction in social organization and
management explains the inportance acquired by
their juridico-ideorogicar representation, i. e. ,kinship--even more strongly in that. . . the
naterial foundations of authority tend to be
undermined as aut.hority increases and resorts
more and nore to ideol0gy as a means of coercion.
.å,s this g,oes oDr the reLations of reprod.uction,
although they remain subordinate to the
relations of product,ion, tend to dominate at thepolitical IeveI and to revanp the essential
'values' of the community toward a non-
equalitarian class society (Meillassoux rgBla:
48).

EssentialJ-y, Meilrassoux's argument is that the erders
derive a position of privirege in the prod.uctive process,

through the notion of anteriority, over juniors (young men),

and they derive their donination over Í{omen through a

process of sociaL devaÌuation. These processes occur in the
transition from a hunting and gathering node of production
to the domestic mode. once this mode of production becomes

doninant the elders' power shifts from a control over
subsistence to a contror over women. This shift occurs,
Meilrassoux argues, because rnatrinonial politics is more

efficient than agricultural politics. rt is more effÍcient
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in the sense that contror over women can be applied to a

larger conmunity than the control that can be exercised over
subs is tence.

Segmentation can nohr take place at
the economic levet of production and
distribution by the formation of
autonomous productive cells, while
cohesion is naintained and reinforced
at the matrinonial level which defines
a larger exogamous political cell(the extended fanily, the lineage, the
clan) (Meillassoux lg8la: 45).

Thus the relations of production have a tendency toward
horizontar succession (fron elder to younger brother) and

the relations of reproduction have a tendency toward
verticar succession (from father to son). The elders' power

politicarry nust be reinforced by ensuring endogany is
enforced as the conrnunity expands. rdeorogy is the
principar Deans for naintaining social cohesion (i.e.,
endogamy).

As r indicated earrier, Meirlassouxrs moder (as it has

been developed over the years), has provided the theoretical
basis for many French anthropologists, although most have

modified the ¡nodel to varying degrees for different
purposes. Ån analysis of all the internar debates within
this school of thought are certainly beyond the scope of
what r hope to achieve here, but certain points which nay

have a bearing on the Bini sociaL fornation are worth
raising.
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The nature of kinship itself seens to be the
fundament.al question. rn opposition to Meillassoux,
Goderier (r977) contends that kinship operates both as

'infrastructure' and 'superstructure' since rabourr âs a

purely economic activity¡ êxists only in capitalisn. Those

who argue that kinship is purely superstructural are either
being too abstract and/or doctrinaire. Meillassoux,s
position is that the infrastruct,ure does not give rise to
kinship but rather to relations of production. Kinship
arises through the necessit,y of reproduction and therefore
political relations assume the dominant feature of the
domestic community. Dupre and Rey (19?B) and Terray (r9zga)

both disagree with Godelier's notion of kinship and agree

with Meillassoux insofar as kinship is considered a

superstructural phenonena, but ideotogy, rather than
politics' assumes the dominant role. However, ideology is
doninant for Dupre and Rey because its function is to ensure

reproduction, whereas for Terray ideology is the doninant
instance in the lineage mode because of its function in
production. Terray argues that the elders manipurate
reproduction in the rineage mode precisely because they
arready contror production and not vice versa. By assigning
too nuch weight to sociar reproduction it often appears that
productive rel"ations are subordinate to reproductive
rerations, i. e. , circulation determines production.
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Related to the question of kinship is the debate

surrounding whether exploitation and/or a class structure
exists. Women constitute an exploited class for Meitlassoux,
because men appropriate both the products of their labour in
agriculture and their chitdren for purposes of social.
reproduction. The erder/iunior distinction, on the other
hand, does not constitute a class rerationship, but is
"It]he mere exercise of authorit,y" (Meillassoux tggla: Bl),
since juniors, in tine, becone elders thenselves. Dupre and

Rey (r978) note that the elders, control over production is
weak and that control over reproduction is strong. They are
wilring to admit that the juniors are exproited by the
erders but will not go so far as to adnit the existence of
classes. Ifhat happens is that the elders perform a ,class

function' without thenselves constituting a class. rn a

later article Rey (lgzg) has modified his position to say

that the elders do constitute a cLass in opposition to arr
juniors, including women who are perpetual juniors.

Terray's (r975) approach to the problen is essentialry the
same as Rey's (their differences will be expricated
ersewhere). Elders, he notes, are not defined by

physiological age but by social âgê, which is to say that
erders are men who exercise control over prestige good.s,

often as a household head. Mernbership in this class is
restricted since "not alr youths wirl becone elders; some

wilr die before reaching that goal, others wilr be preceded
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by elder brothers throughout theír lifetine; but alr of then
may legitinately think that they wirl one day cross that
barrier" (Terray 1g?5: lIl).

universar applicability of the domestic rnode has been

questioned by O'Laughlin (LgT7) . Her evaluation conclud.es

that Meilrassoux's analysis is too broad and that it does

not take into account the variety of land use patterns found

in precapitalist modes of production. While r would agree

with her assessment, one must be cautious not to overextend
land use patterns as constituting different modes of
production. As Terray (1929a) has demonstrated, rand use is
intinately connected with the Iabour process as well as the
mode of production. A potential confusion exists whereby

each labour process becomes a mode of production. The

appricability of Meillassoux's donestic node, it seems to
r€, shourd be conf ined to sub-saharan .å,f rica s ince his data
is derived excrusively fron African societies where the
availability of curtivatable land, generalry speaking, is
not a problen. sahrins has arso proposed a donestic nod,e of
production, and, whatever vices and virtues it may have,

does nake the inportant point that "if one is nevertheless
pernitted to speak of a domestic node of prod.uction, it is
always and only in sunmary of many different modes of
production" (L972: 77). This does not mean that there is no

such thing as a donestic node, but that a g,enerar form that
is crosscul-tural has yet to be deveroped, although Eric I{orf
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(1982) has taken tentative steps in that direction by

positing a kin-ordered node.

2"L.2. TEE TRTBUTARY/Stå,VE MODE OF PRODUCTTON

"As far as we can telr fron history there are tno modes

of production which, separately or together, ordinarily
succeed the lineage mode: the tributary and,/or slave node

of production' (Terrav lg?gb: 3g). The difficulty, of
course, is defining what the tributary mode is and the rore
of slavery in reration to Ít. sanir ,{nin, who deveroped the
term 'tributary' node of production, describes it as "the
persistent parallel existence of a village community and a
socio-politicar structure which exploited the former by

exact,ing a tribute" (1972: 502). He goes on to suggest that
when a tributary and a slave mode of production are found

together within a sociaÌ formation it is the former which
wiII be the doninant mode.

Eric t{olf (LgBz) has taken Anin,s idea and developed
this notion to extend to alr pre-capitalist state societies.
His purpose is to lend coherency to the many rnodes of
production which Marx posited, which, he notes, were not arr
based on equal criteria--some being onry , accessory, or

'supplementary' modes. For t{orf, the tributary mode is
where the primary producer has access to the means of
production, but is comperled to provide a surplus to the
state by extra-economic means. Two poles of a continuum can
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be envisioned fron this definition: a) one where power over
production and circuration is concentrated at the apex of a

poì.itical system with little poÍ{er devorving to the niddre
leveIs of the poritical system, and; b) the opposite where

there is power over circulation invested at the top of the
politicar hierarchy and production is controlled by the
Local surplus takers. These two polar situations correspond
to the Asiatic and feudal modes of production respectively.
rn the situation corresponding to the.Àsiatic node the
rulers "will be able to curtair the power of traders,
keeping then from access to the primary producers in the
countryside and preventing then fron financing potentialry
rebellious overlords on their own behalf" (lvolf tggz: B0).
rf poÍ{er is concent,rated in the hands of the local ruling
class then they tend to retain a large portion of the
tribute and to encourage trade with a ninimun of
restrictions. conpetition amongst the local rurers often
tends to weaken their position vis a vis the centre. This
competition is what allows the centre to retain its
position, i.e., the centre follows a divide and rule
strategy- Igolf 's position on sravery, rike .A,min, s, is that
slavery could never constitute an independent node of
product i on .

unfortunately the present theoretical state of affairs
in regards to a 'pure' tributary node of production is
rather disnal. rn large part this is due to the fact that
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social formations which were not European (feudal) or
Asiatic were often forced to fit one of the two nolds.
Thus, for the case of west African states we find Godelier
(1978) advocating then as an Asiatic node, whire Nziniro
(1979) contends that they are feudal. rn all fairness to
Godelier, though, it should be added that his
reconceptualization of the À,siatic mode is meant to include
alr state level fornations other than the feudar and

capitarist modes, and is therefore in some respects sinilar
to WoLf's concept of the tributary mode.

since the theoretical status of a tributary node is as

yet not fulry specified, the role of sravery becomes a

tricky question. Terray's quote, with which r began this
section, inplies that the tributary and srave modes can

evolve independentry of each other. contrasting this is
Itlolf's opinion that the slave node cannot develop

independently of the tributary mode. put in other word.s, is
sravery an independent n¡ode of production or does it
constitute a variation of the tributary mode? The answer to
this queation, r believe, nust in rarge part be answered

enpirically. Godelier's (lgr7) analysis of the rnca Enpire
puts forward that a class of slaves (yana) was being
developed after the tributary node (Âsiatic for Godetier)
was established, while Terray's (rg?s, lgzgb, lggg) data on

the Äbron Kingdon suggests that the two evolve

simultaneously. Answering this inportant question fully and
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satisfactorily is well beyond my intentions here (and

Possibly beyond rny capabilities) but f can put forward some

prelininary remarks.

classicaL Greece and Rome were considered, by Èrarx, to
be social fornations where the slave mode of production was

dominant. ste. croix (1984) has pondered over how these
polities courd be considered srave based. class is his
theoretical point of departure. He claims that the concept
of ttc1ass", for Marx, referred above all to a relationship
of exploitation; any other sense in which Marx used. the term
is derivative and shourd be praced in a wider context.
Exproitation and resistance to exploitation is inherent in
any class rerationship (e. g. , capitalist-proletarian,
master-srave, lord-serf, etc. ), although cLass conciousness
is not. Exploitation is defined as the appropriation of
surplus fron the primary producer. HistoricalJ_y, two

different types of exploitation can be discerned. First,
exploitation can be thought of as direct and individual,
where wage labourers, serfs, slaves, and so onr are
exploited by particular enployers, landowners, masters, etc.
rndirect and collective expr.oitation occurs when a state,
representing the dominant class or classes, 'burd.ens, a

certain class or classes disproportionately in relation to
other crasses. 'Burdens' come in three varieties: a)

taxatíon/ tribute which can be light or heavy, b) rnilitary
service which can be rong or short, and; c) conpursory
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e¡erv ]- ces

etc.

consisting of corvee labour, intermittent levies,

IT]he nature of a given mode of production
is decided, not according to who does most ofth" *o.k in prodtr"tion. brrt "ffif sur
which the dominant classes extract their

1n

surplus fron the primary producers. . . thepfopertied classes obtained the glreat U"ft oftheir regular surplus from Iaboui which wasunfree (Ste. Croix Ig84:10?).

thus, it was not necessary for slave societies to be

composed prinarily of slaves, nor does it mean that all
unfree labour was supplied by slaves. The najority of the
surplus could have been provided by another class. sravery
merely represents the most developed form of unfree labour
which dominated in the social formation. Terray
( independently as far as r can tell) comes to the same

conclusion when he writes, "[t]o say a mode of production is
doninant is not to clai¡n that it organizes the najority of
the available manporder or that the largest part of the total
production is carried out within this mode" (l9gB: rzr).

I{e can now return to the tributary mode of production
advanced by l{o1f. clearly the premise upon which the
tributary mode rests is in the indirect and collective
exploitation that ste. croix mentions. rndeed, to include
the individual and direct form of exploitation is to excl-ude

the tributary node as a generar concept and have a

mu]tipricity of modes of production reappear (feudal,
Asiatic, etc. ) . T.t is arso clear, however, that [Yorf 's
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concept requires some redefinition on two related points.
First, the notion that sravery cannot constitute an

independent mode of production must be discarded entirely.
rt wourd be more accurate to suggest that sravery does not
provide the entire surprus extracted by the ruring class.
second, the two polar situations t{olf describes need to be

broadened to incrude the slave node at one extreme and the
Àsiatic mode at the other. why? My argument is as folrows:
in the Asiatic node the state is the or{ner of the land and

the community, as a whole, and hords alr hereditary rights
to land; in the feudal node the state (or the locar
representative) is the owner of the land and the individuar
peasant family holds hereditary rights to certain parcels of
land; in sravery the state is the ordner of the land but the
srave has no ri{hts to use rand or any other means of
production because their access is controLled. For the
moment r have advanced the argument as far as r can, which,
incidentarly, is consistent with Marx when he wrote:

Slavery and serfdon are therefore
sinply further developments of property
based on tribalisn. They necessarily
nodify all its forms. This they are
least able to do in the Asiatic forn.
( 1980: 9t )

My position wirr be further elaborated in the next two

sections on the transition fron the kin-ordered (domestic,
lineage) node to the tributary mode, and on domestic sravery
(as distinct from state sravery). one final conment on
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terminology. rn the pages that follow, particurarry in
reference to Benin, when r use the tributary noder or srave
moder oF tributary/slave mode it should be understood that r
am referring to the same mode of production, but only in
general and/or ripecific terms.

2.L.3. TEE PROCESS OF TR.â.NSTTION

Returning to the donestic mode of production,

Meillassoux (I98Ia) puts forward the idea that
transformation, if it is to occur, can only arise if social
reproduction benefits one group at the expense of another.
That is, the productive and reproductive cycles must become

dissociated- This can happen when the exchange of women

becomes subordinated to an exchange of products and

therefore arlows accunulation to take place. The

precondition of this dissociation is that reprod.uction must

be controlled by one group. Meilrassoux believes that this
precondition can establish itself during Iineage
seglnentation. when segmentation occurs without the
accompanying matrinonial contror, 'eIder' and ,junior'

lineages are formed. once this hierarchy is estabrished the
community's sociar reproduction is org,anized by the senior
lineage for its own benefit,. rdeorogicalry, the resultant
inequal i ty

. . . rs expressed in the language of kinship
even when it originates from outsiders. Theruling classr or the sovereign who represents
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it is identified with the elder (senior or
'Seigneur, ), or with the father. He is
authorized to ' eat ' his sub j ects as the fat,heris authorized to receive the products and
labour of his children. In return he is
expected to protect then. Seemingly redis_
tributive mechanisms are set in motion between
the sovereign and his subjectsr âs between theelders and his dependents (Meilrassoux lgBL: 86)

Goderier (r977) correctly points out that with the
emergence of the tributary mode kinship relations perform a

ner{ f unct ion without changing their f orn or st,ructure. The

tributary mode easily secures dominance over the kin-ordered
node sinply because exproitation is couched in terns
fa¡uiriar to everyone. oppressors and the oppressed share
the same ideology of donestic unit reciprocity in order to
conceal the unequal rerations between senior and junior
lineages. The rnca exanpre Godelier utilizes to develop the
nature of transition seems to indicate that the emergence of
the state is intinately connected with the process of
reproduction, i.e., the state is responsibre for ensuring
the reproduction of the new nod.e. Although r an only
speculating, it seems reasonable to assume that the
developnent of the state is a product of the transition from
a 'formal,' subsumption of the doninated mode to a , real,
subsunption, at least at the levet of a'pure, node of
production. this view would be in accordance with l{orf's
position that chiefdons "appear to be of two rather
different kinds" (1984: 97). rn the first situation the
aristocratic lineage is stilr "embedded,'and "bound" in
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kinship arrangements whereas in the second situation the
aristocratic lineage has become a class extracting surplus
in the tributary node. clearly the transition from the
fornar to the real subsumption is crucial since this
particular phase wilt largely influence the nature of the
state and the manner in which the primary producers are
exploited. rn a period of transition from formal to real
subsumption Rey (rgzg) puts forward that sociar relations
which nay have been relations of distribution or circuLation
became production rerations. rn order to d.emonstrate a real
subordination of producers there nust be a) appropriation,
which b) st,ruct,ures the rerations of cooperation throughout
the division of labour, and therefore c) all technicar
change is deternined by the rerations of appropriation and

cannot be deveroped unless they reinforce these relations.
The first two part,s, a) and b), represent a formal
subsurnption and become a real subsumption with the
deveLopment of c),i.e., it is no longer possibte to
completely return to the previous node of production.
Anticipating the discussion in chapter two, r wilr advance

for now that,

Ic]ontenders for por{er must accumulate
adequate 'funds of por{er, and redistribute
t,hen selectively to gain fotlowers, ratherthan open resources to general redistribution...Seen in this light, ...redistribution
appears as a set of strategies in classformation, rather than as a general
characteristic of chiefdons as'redistributionar
societies' (If oIf lg82: g?-gg) .
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Earlier in the discussion o'Laughlinrs criticis¡n of
Meillassoux's donestic node was taken into account and r
reached the conclusion that Meirlassoux's nodel is best
applied in an African context. Robin Horton (lg?l) has

developed a moder of how rand use can affect t,he transition
from a kin-ordered node to a tributary node. the analysis
he presents does not conflict with Meillassouxrs domestic

mode but rather supplenents it insofar as he confines his
anaLysis to the l{est African case. rn other words, Horton,s
anarysis returns a reÍional specificity to Meillassoux's
concept whichr âs r{as noted previousry, overextended the
data in an at tenpt to def ine a dornes t ic ¡node global ly.

Archaeologists, Horton says, have discovered that early
settlements in the llest African forest and savanna were

dispersed, with village settrements emerging at a 1aùer

point in tine. compound fanilies are the basic unit of
production, and expansion/fissioning creates new production
units adjacent to the parent production unit. rn Horton,s
schene this situation is the first stage of settlement and

corresponds to the donestic node Meillassoux envisions. rn
the second stage land can become a factor in stratification
when rerative overpopulation leads to a rack of frontiers.
Expansion is no ronger occuring adjacent to the parent
production unit but entairs nigration and obtaining
pernission to settle. segmentary rineages in the first
stage operate prinarily on the principre of equivalence
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(which agrees with Meillassoux,s statenents), whire in stage
two equivalence becornes a comprementarity of functions
between'landowners' and'ratecomers'. At this stage

settlement is still dispersed, but territorial co-residence
replaces common descent politicalry while, at the same tine,
kinship remains the rnajor organizíng principle economicarry.
This of course inplies that the change in access to the
means of production (land) nanifests itserf politically even

though it is through the idion of kinship.

stages one and two correspond to relativery abundant

land for expansion, but "Il]et us remenber that in the sort
of ecoLoglical conditions we are dealing with here, spatial
distance is an inportant deterninant of social distance"
(Horton 1971: 98). villages, which are the third stage,
arise out of a need for defence. Historic sources and

archaeology provide evidence that in precolonial tines even

the smallest villages tend to be fortified. Horton does not
discern why defence was necessary but assumes that the
notivation was to defend territory. This line of
argumentation does not seem wholry satisfactory if he,

anongst others, suggests that rand was (and still is)
relativery abundant. Meirlassoux would have us return to
the donestic node's inner contradictions

which prevent marriage exchange from
proceeding smoothly and which give anbiguity
to the bridewealth system, the attenpts to
exploit these contradictions to the benefit
of one fraction, plus the ever-present
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possibitity for each community to fall back
upon its self-sustaining positions, all this
keeps these societies in a permanent state of
open or incipient conflict, in spite of
alliances and arbitration, and the fact. that
they rest on an orderly systen of marriage
regulation. But the regulation of marriág."
between the different and sonetimes numerous
com¡nunities is Ieft to the unco-ordinated
decisions of the leaders of each community,
which ceaseLessly rnodify the natrinonial zone,and increase causes for conflict. rn many cases
Darriage comes to be considered as a casus belli
rather than an assurance of peace. (MeilIas¡soux
tgBl: 84-85) .

Geo-sociar boundaries, in this instance¡ coincide with the
matrinonial zone. t{ithin the village; the complementarity
of functions between 'randowning, lineages and , rateconer'
lineages solidifies economically. Horton goes so far as to
argue that lineages as a whole were used for a virrage wide

division of labour. Doninant lineagesr oF a single doninant
rineage, sought to preserve ascendancy by turning the
comprementarity of functions, and the relative equarity that
implies, into nerd poritical institutions which cut across
rineages, particularly the age grade systen in order to
ensure their higher status. once petty stat,es (the second

type of chiefdon f{orf mentions) have come into existence
warfare and/or vorunt,ary incorporation can lead to the
growth of state societies encompassing a relatively large
area.
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2. T.4. DOMESlIC SLå,VERY

slavery: âs an institution, has a history in Â,frica
going back hundreds, and perhaps thousand,s, of years. But

this history does not mean that African societies were arl
based on a slave mode of production. Terray (lg8g)
distinguishes between 'state slavery' and ,domestic

slavery'; only in the former can we speak of a srave nod.e of
production whereas in the latter slavery assumes an entirely
different social role. Domestic slavery itself, horrever,

displays a wide variety of forms throughout .africa (curtin
I97r). Despite the variety of forms, aIl the French

structuralists agree that the sraves acquired were

integrated into the lineage systen as perpetual juniors and,

in varying degrees, had certain rights and obligations.
Meirlassoux (1979) presents a case that donestic slaves¡ âs

adopted juniors, differ from juniors born into a lineage
prinarily in terms of the latter eventually acquiring
dependents, either through chirdren from marriage or
inporting slaves as juniors. rt is precisely because

domestic slaves were prevented from obtaining dependents

that they can be considered as perpetual juniors.

Meillassoux suggests that this situation leads to two leve1s
of exploitation: r) it is exploitation of the srave,s
society of origin insofar as it is a loss of a producer, and

2) the master appropriates that part of the product which
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wourd have been used to raise the slave's offspring" This
does not seem entirely correct since¡ âs Rey reminds us,

"a11 relations of appropriation which are not determinant in
relation to the labour process are not rerations of
exproitation nor relations of production, but can be a pure

reration of distribution, resulting from other relations of
production or erse an act of viorence which occurs only
internittently" (rgzg: 48). rn this sense one society can

not exploit another. t{hat does occur is a distribution of
labour power to the benefit of one society at the expense of
another. The fact that slaves must continually be inported
from elsewhere means that, êt the level of the donestic
community, slaves only belong to the productive cycles
because they are denied the possibirity to reproduce. rn
other words, donestic sraves are exproited at the lever of
reproduction because they belong excrusively to the sphere
of production.

Although this issue is further explored. in the next
chapter' one or two additionar conments would be usefur here
in order to further distinguish state slavery from domestic
sravery. Ruling classes in a slave mode of production live
prinariì.y fron the unfree rabour of others. with the
exception of their own consumption, servile rabour is
devoted to long distance trade. slaves in a slave node of
production never pass on their crass position to their
offspring since to do so would have i¡creased the chances
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for rebellion as tine went on. Therefore it
to continually obtain slavee either through

warfare. Historically, in West Äfrica,

was necessary

trade and/or

we observe a phenonenon of settlenent of slaves.
They are allotted a conpanion, a piece of land,
and the possibility of having offspring. Butfrom the moment the slave is settled, ùhe
nodality of his exploitation is nodified. A part
of his product will from now on be set apart notonly for his upkeep,...but also for his repro-
duction through the upkeep of his offspring.
That is the way toward serfdon. (Meiltassoux
1979: I I )

Previous historical development wilr largely influence
whether serfdom takes a feudal-Iike or Asiatic-tike formr oF

possibry even oscillating between a slave form of the
tributary node and sone other form or forms.

2.2. lHE BENIN KINCDOM

2.2.L. TgE PERIOD PRIOR TO lEE SECOND DYNASTY

The Benin Kingdon r{as rocated in the forest zone of
what is now southwest Nigeria. The language spoken by the
Bini is Edo, a subgroup of the Kwa fanily of African
languages. linguistic and archaeological research has begun

to yield some resurts in the rast few years arthough the

najority of it is stirl specurative and tentative (connah

1975, Roese 1984, Ryder rgB4). The infornation gathered so

far has, for t,he most part, provided a better chronological
sequence of events with which to conpare the orar history
recorded bv Egharevba (1968). Given the high nobility of
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the African people and the

deconposition in the forest

the research into this port

its infancy.

equally high rate of material
zone, it is not surprising that

ion of Bini history is still in

I{e do know that by the sth century iron was in use

throughout the forest zone of t{est Africa which pernitted
more intensive agricurture to take place and a resulting
denser settle¡nent pattern (Ryder 1gg4). Evidence indicates
that rbo, Edo, and yoruba (see nap) have a common ancestral
stock which originated within the forest. Folrowing
Horton's noder, Ryder (lgB4) believes that the search for
good soil led to nigrations, some being within the forest
¡rhile ot,hers expanded into the savanna. These nigrations,
however ' r{ere not 'once and f or ar l, phenonena. rt is
possibre that some groups or subgroups r.vere oscirlating
between the forest and the savanna. Two important
consequences arise from this rnobirity: r) a great deal 0f
ringuistic variabirity in a relatively short period of time,
and 2) some groups remained within a domes tíc/lineage mode

of production while others enbarked on a course leading to
the establishnent of a tributary mode.

Linguistic analysis has shown that the Edo ranguage has

two najor diatects, one in the north and one in the south.
The southern group is associated with state formation. Fage
(1969) has suggested that the yoruba, rgar.a, and Benin
porities r{ere the resurt of contact with the Hausa states of
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the northern savanna. sone evidence exists to support this
proposition in the form of sinilarity of political
institutions. Ryder (rg6g) and Davidson (1g66) note the
sinilar poritical vocaburary between the yoruba and Benin

kingdons whire Bradbury (rgsz) has argued that Benin is
politicarry comparable to the yoruba and Dahomey kingdoms
but exhibits features of rbo social organization.

Roese (1984) agrees with Ryder's hypothesis that groups

originating in the forest nigrated to the savanna zone and

returned to the forest. The fact that people came in
nigratory r{aves could explain why references to the Bini can

be found in neighbouring societies. Bini folkrore, although
often contradictory and confusing, suggests that the Bini
cane in nigratory waves from Nupe country and other areas of
the sudan. Legend rerates that these nigrants, upon

entering the area that event,uaJ.ry became the Benin Kingdon,
found a peopre named the Efa arready living there. Based on

various sources "Kann geshJ.ossen werden, dass die Edo--oder
eventuelr eine Fuhrunggschicht--vor 900 n. chr. in die
Gegend des heutigen Benin eingesickert sind', Iit can be

concluded, that the Edo--or possibly a migratory
group--prior to 800 A.D. wandered into the present Benin
regionl (Roese 1g84: I98). Roese irnplies that villages were
already in existence prior to the estabrishment of the first
dynasty of the ogiso kings because the institution of the
village headnan preceded the dynasty (which lasted
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approximately from 900 to 1150 À.D.). Ryder takes a more

cautious approach saying that villages were probably well
estabrished by the Lzth century although archaeorogical

evidence cannot firmly establish whether the vilrage
(Horton's type 3) or the dispersed settrement (Horton,s type

2) was the predoninant settlement pattern during this tine.

"uber den genauen Zeitpunkt der Grundung der ogiso-Dynastie
lassen sich weiterhin nur spekulationen anstellen, und so

muss mangels anderer vorstellung,en bis auf weiteres
Egharevbas Angabe von 900 n. chr. akzeptiert werd.en"

IRegarding the exact tine period of the founding of the

ogiso Dynasty we can presently onry specuJ.ate, and so until
we have further infornat,ion, Egharevba's date of 900 A.D.

nust be acceptedl (Roese Ig84: 198).

Little is known of the first dynasty. Ryder (IgZ5)

believes these "kings", as they are referred to in
Egharevba's oral history, were paramount chiefs whire the
uzama were hereditary chiefs. The uaama had the role of

'king-makers' and originally wierded considerabre poritical
power; they will be discussed more fully in later sections
of this chapter. Although some of the nyths and legends

collected indicate that the llzama accompanied oranmiyan (the
founder of the second dynasty) from the yoruba kingdon of
Ife, Roese believes

Id]ass die lJzama in Begteitung Oranmiyans
aus lfe gekommen hraren, ist allerdings ein
Irratum. Richtig ist vielnehr, dass die
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Gruppe aus der Zeít der l. Dynastie stammt.
Ithat the rlzama accompanied oranmiyan out ofrfe is certainry a nistake. rt is much morelikely that this group originates from theti¡ne of the Ist Dynastyl ( l9g4: ZOZ) .

rf the founding date of the first dynasty is accepted
as 900 å'.D., then the Br "kings" who reigned were probably
rurers over a petty state conpeting, often viorentry, with
other petty states. Àlthough rittle is known of the first
dynasty even less is known about the 100 years or so

folrowing the collapse of the first dynasty c.ll50 .a.D. rt
should be clear that this was a period of intense sociar and

political upheaval despite the pacific overtone found in
Egharevba's orar history. Fron approxinately rl00 A.D.

onward some of these petty states began to expand,

establishing linguistic and political hegemony over
neighbouring petty states (Ryder 1gg4). Connah (fgZ5) has

concrete evidence that Benin city existed in the r3th
century and may have been founded as earry as the rlth
century. Eyder (I984) believes the Benin Kingdon (i.e., the
2nd dynasty) may have existed already by the tzùh century
but is definitety estabrished by the lBth century. The

founding of the Znd oba Dynasty in legend tells of the Bini
sending for a ruler from the yoruba state of rfe. crowd.er
(1962)' amongst others, has noted that the legend couLd be a

true invitation that was accepted or a conquest which has

since been concealed. since both conquest and invitation
occurred frequently it is difficurt to ascertain which was
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the rear event. rn whatever manner the second dynasty was

founded, its institutional structure lasted several hundred
years untir the British conquest in rggz. Exa¡nining this
structure, and the mode of production to which it
corresponds, will be the focus of the remainder of this
chapter.

2.2.2. TEE LINE.AGE MODE OF PRODUCTION IN BENIN

By the tine of the second dynasty, it shourd be evident
that the lineage mode of production in Benin had undergone

severar transformations and nodifications. Distinguishing
between internal developments and external inpositions is
perhaps the most difficuLt task for the researcher. rn what

follows, it witl become crear that the lineage mode of
production had, through internal deveLopments, progressed at
least to a chiefdon stiLl "embedded,'in kinship.
Superinposed on these developnents r{as the kingdorn structure
itself which is examined in the next section.

Before proceeding with the analysis both a word of
praise and a word of caution are in order regarding the
works of the rate R.E. BradbuFV¡ whose ethnographic
materiars provide the buLk of the data used bel_ow. praise

because he explicitry differentiates between pre-coronial
and colonial contexts. caution because even with this
varuabre historicar element, his'structurar-functionarist'
theoretical orientation prevented hin from naking the best
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use of the historical element in the pre-colonial context.
As a resurt, the data lack a chronorogical continuity due to
an essentially static franework. The pre-colonial period is
presented as a uniforn and unchanging past, when in reality,
the stage of social deveropment Bradbury refers to best fits
the late 19th century that some of his older informants
lived in. For the noment, however, his material wilr more

than adequately provide the information for the task at
hand. changes in the social structure over time will be

presented in the next two chapters.

Benin ¡ âs ersewhere in ^A,f rica, never suf fered f rom rand

shortag,es in a purery physicar sense, although fron a

cornmunity's¡ or even a househordts point of view there may

have been land shortages in a sociar sense. swidden

horticulture was the primary agriculturaL technique enployed

with the usual fallow period being 7 to g years,

occasionalry being as high as t5 to z0 years in length.
Yams traditionalry were the main staple arthough Adans

(r966) reports that some areas were increasingly cuLtivating
maize. rn the case of yams, a household head would direct
his maLe dependents and slaves to cl.ear and burn the
agricultural sites, hoe the ground, and do the pranting.
Ilomen were responsible for weeding the plot and both sexes

participated in harvesting. Arl subsidiary crops ryere

owned, pranted, tended, and harvested by the wife/wives of
the household head. They ¡{ere obrigated to provide these
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crops for the household although any surplus could be trad.ed
and the proceeds were theirs. Juniors could also clear and

raise sone of these subsidiary crops for trade. Donestic
slaves could also participate in this activity, occasionatry
earning enough to buy their freedomr oF even their own

sLaves (Roth I968).

rn the village the househord is the basic productive
unit, conposed, usuarly, of a nuclear or polyganous fanily
and any sraves they nay have acquired. patrilineages tended
to be snarl; the widest effective patrilineage consisted of
the nucleus of the extended faniry together with any

patrilineal descendants of the fanily head. Beyond this
fanil-y grouping, obligations occurred on an individual
rather than a corporate basis. Greater enphasis was placed
on descent rather than corporate lineage groups largely as a

result of the principle of prinogeniture, which means

essentially that effective descent rarely went beyond two or
three generations before fissioning occurred. upon a

fathers death, his eldest son becomes the rituar successor
to the ancestors, thus atl other fanily menbers descended

from the father were obligated to worship him through the
senior son. This course of events left the senior son

considerabre scope for nanipulating his junior siblings, his
nother, his children, and even, to a certain extent, his
father's junior siblings if the father was a senior son. as

a household head he became de jure, if not de facto, an
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eIder. Bradbury (1964) has expressed that, in this
situation, each fanily is 'quasi-political, in that
household authority was invested in the eLdest male.

The evidence clearly sug,gests, as the French

structuralists suspected, that the nore developed the
domestic community, the greater the reliance on ideoLogy as

a neans of domination. Personal relations are conceived in
master/servant terms, such as my wife which also translates
as 'my servant,/dependent' . Or " Ic] hildren are thought of as

the servants of their father, wives of their husbands,
junior brothers of their seniors, and younger of older
Idomen" (Bradbury 1964: 29) . curiously, prestige goods for
bridewealth seemed to play a nininar role for the elders
control over junior men. A, French captain in the late lgth
century recorded " Ia] young man desirous of getting narried
demands the girr from his parents, who rarely refuse; he

gives then one or several pieces of cloth and takes his wife
home" (Landolphe in Roth 1968: 38). Additionally, a short
period of labour service was also provided to the man, s neÍ{

affines. clearly, cont,rolling the access to women was not
the prinary nethod of doninating the juniors, but seemed to
be nostly achieved through controrling access to the
ancestors. certainly it is possible there were other
mechanisms of domination at work, but too littre is known of
vilrage life in the pre-colonial era (-reasons for this are
given in the next chapter) to state with any assurance that
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juniors were doninated by the erders prinarily through
religious ideologyr oF controlring access to womenr or sorne

other undocunented social mechanism.

Equally difficult to trace are the means of dominating
women, arthough it is clear from historical records that
they did hold a subordinate position in Bini society. They

were excluded from participating in the state apparatus and

their labour r,ras sociarly devalued. However accurate or
inaccurate the infornation provided by nare European

observers was, the common basis of all reports indicated a

certain degree of oppression of women. rn early lgth
century Benin, one travelrer remarked that the r{omen are

as much slaves as in any place in this
kingdon. They are obliged to keep the
daily markets, look after their house-
keeping and chitdrenr BS well as their
kitchens, and till the ground.
(Nyendael in Roth 1968: 104)

A late ITth century Dutch geographer adds:

llhen a woman has a son, and her husband
dies, she becomes the slave of her child,
and can not marry again without his consent.
So that if any one wants to possess the
nother, he has to nake his request to the
son, and, in order to obtain his consent,
to give hin a young girl in her place.
(Dapper in Hodgkin I960: L25-I26)

Missionaries travelring in the kingdom during the nid l?th
century arso noted that the women were obtiged to work in
the fields or the market for the benefit of their husbands.

Throughout the pre-coloniar period a common theme at the
household lever was that househord heads devoted their tine
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to trading while the r{omen, junior men, and douestic sraves
were expected to perforn the agricurtural tasks and craft
product ion.

ViIlage level organization is perhaps the best

indicator available to understand the extent to which the
lineage node of production had evol-ved in Benin. rndividual
households forned the basic economic unit in Bini societyr
but the fundamentar poriticar unit, probabry predating the

first dynasty, hras the viIlage. rt was "the widest unit for
age grade organízation, the nininal land holding unit, the

smallest group which can have a hereditary chief, the

smallest tribute unit, and also the co-operat.ive unit for
housebuilding; most villages uniteId] in worship of a common

deity" (Bradbury 1964: 31). Each vilrage was separated into
several wards, and each ward was conposed of one or more

extended fanilies (households). The eldest household head

in each ward was often fornarly recognizeð, as an erder with
special status; the erdest elder (or a hereditary chief)
being given authority to represent the virrage in external
relations (i.e., to the state).

Control of land holdings by

group, rather than having control

lineages¡ âs in the overwhelning

societies, is truly unique. The

and village ritual reinforced viI

lineage solidarity continually.

the village elders as a

invested in the component

najority of l{est African

three tier age grade system

lage solidarity over

Initiation ínto the
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youngest age grade began for boys in their teens, and they
renained in this grade for 15-20 years. Their
responsibilities consisted of cleaning the viIIâgê¡ clearing
paths and other communal tasksr âs well as transporting the
village's share of tribute to the capital. Mernbership into
the second age grade occurred around the age of thirty and

lasted also 15-20 years. This grade performed the heavier
and/or more skilled comnunal tasks and provided the state
with the warriors for military campaigns. Exenpt from

communal Iabour, the erders perforned political and rituar
affairs of the community through the vilrage council. Bini
women had no conparable age grade system, possibly due to
their lack of poriticar and economic functions outside the
househo 1d.

The erders' domination and exploitation of the juniors

and r{omen occurred prinarily at the village level rather
than the househord level. .as a group they controrred access

to the neans of production (rand) at the econonic level, and

controrred access to the collective ancestors of the vilrage
at the ideological lever. controlling sociar knowredge

ensured their poritical ascendancy since they r{ere the
repository of law, customs, and traditions. Elders also had

the advantage of accumulating wealth through fines for
nisbehaviour, gifts for rituar perfornances, and fees

through age grade promotion. Justification for the elders
donination rdas put forward in terns of a rerigious ideology.
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Bradbury emphasízed in all his publications (r964, r967,
1973) that "Is]upernat,ural sanction for their authority came

fron their access to the spirits of past elders and from

their collective superiority in nagic" (lg6?: g, emphasis

added) .

2.2.3. THE STAVE MODE OF PRODUCÎION IN BENIN

Bradbury (1967) has defined the Benin kingdon itself as

the area over whích the oba (kins) alone could inflict
capital punishment; an area covering approxinatery 4,000
square niles. suzerain territ,ories exhibited social
st,ructural features that were essentiaì.ly the same as the
kingdon itself, thus giving the appearance of a larger and

more politically uniform social fornation than actually
existed. These territories were expected to provide
tribute, assistance in war, and facilities for Bini traders.
Beyond t,hese obtigations these areas retained their
politicar and, to some degree, economic autonomy. Benin

city, the capital and site of the royal househoLd, Íyas

divided into 40 wards, each of which had a speciar craft
guild or ritual function such as blacksnithing, brass-
snithing, carving (wood and ivory), reather working, drun
naking, rock snithing, and fine cloth weaving for export.
city wards resenbled the virrages in their organizational
structure, having the three tier age grade system and

headmen (some of which were hereditary positions). Guirds
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Í{ere provis ioned by their or{n f arms in surrounding vi I Iages
worked by dependents and sLaves. of the guilds, the brass

sniths, carvers, and possibly ironsmiths, were enployed

excLusively by the state for the state. rn addition to
these crafts there were two vitlages that supplied the

kingdom with pottery. organizationalry it is evident that
Benin city r{as the manufacturing cent,re of the kingdon: it
produced the goods used in internaL, but particularly

external, exchange.

understandingl the relationship between the st,ate and

foreign trade is a necessary prerequisite to und,erstand the
functioning and development of the sl.ave mode of production
('state' slavery to use Terray's shorthand) in Benin. rn

what follows r hope to show the state was based on a slave
mode of production to the extent that nembership in the

ruring cLass r{as coterninous with membership in the state.
r reserve the role of exchange for the next chapter.
Arthough the origins of the slave-based economy are

difficurt to trace with the present state of historical
knowredge, Fage has argued that the increasing volume of
trans-saharan trade during the lsth century "increased the
need for the orgaÐization of rabour in r{ays and in
quantities which were foreign to the traditional
organization of society in kinship groupings" (1g69: gB).

Law (r978) surveyed the rore of slavery in pre-coloniar l{est
Africa and found that states enployed rarge scale sravery
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prirnarily for the production of foodstuffs.
consistently naintained that:

Bradbury has

ïn Benin great weaLth r{as attained through
fief-holding, control of politicat patronage,
long-distance trade, and participation inr{ar and s lave raiding. Wealth r{as investedmainly in buying slaves, who were set downin villages to farn for their nasters.(1967: LT)

. . . a wealthy chief with many slaves ¡night
clear virgin forest outside the controi ofany village and establish a camp there to
house his slaves and other dependents.
they...were allowed to cultivate on their
own behalf. The slaves or their children

into a
lage

social organization. ( 1964: 45)

Many villages were founded in the same wayby the oba themserves who sent out *""-".ptivesto cultivate the bush under the supervisiån ofa trusted courtier. The status of thesevillages would, within a generation or two, bevery little different fron that of long_established settlements for, in principle,
every man and f{oman in the Benin kingdom isthe oba's srave. The word ovien-oba means both
'Oba's subject, and rOba,s slave'; and it issignificant that no stigrna what,soever attachedto descendents of persons who were known to bewar-captives sent out by the oba to hunt or farnin the bush. (19?3: lgI)

Historicar evidence and Bradbury, s research certainly
indicate the existence of srave farms in the past. The

scale of slave hordings is difficult to ascertain. some

indication can be greaned fron a French captain in Benin
during the late l8th century whose port,ers told of a

prominent titre holder who owned over r0,000 slaves (Ryder

1967). No doubt. the figures are exaggerated, but if one

would eventually purchase their
emancipation and the camp develop
village with the usual type of vil
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considers the average size of a vilrage (400-500 people by

Bradbury's ( r973) estination) and chooses a nore realistic
numberr sâv 2rooo sraves, it is quite within the real-¡n of
possibirity that this individual owned 4 or 5 village-s ized
srave farms- while it may be truer âs Law suggrest,s, that
foodstuffs Í{ere the prinary aim of production in order to
support the state officiars and their retainers, r wourd

argue that cotton was as inportant a crop. Anticipating
argiuments further onr r wilr suggest, for the tine being,
that textiles r.{ere the major export of the kingdon. sraves,
metals, and various prestige items constituted the burk of
Bini inports. rt would seen highry unlikely that
agriculturar produce would ever constitute a najor export,
since transport was slow and there was a linited narket for
foodstuffs (kota nut being an except,ion). cot.ton production
may werl have been the prinary, though not the only,
agricultural product expropriated from the slaves on slave
farns since virrage tribute within the kingdon r{as arso in
the form of agricurtural products and the various craft
guilds in the capital had their own slave farms. rn short,
state slavery was a self-sustaining system. cotton produced

by sLaves r{as manufactured into textires in the capital
which was exported. More sraves and prestige goods rdere

inported, the latter being an important conponent of the
ideology which bound the domestic node of production to the
srave mode of production. rdeologicar donination over the
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domestic mode was cruciar since the state amassed its arny
from the villages; niritary canpaigns provided war captives,
the other major source of obtaining sraves. Through trade
or war, slaves reproduced the conditions which made a new

productive cycre pos¡sibre. ?hus in Benin sravery r{as the
dominant mode of production, though the number of slaves in
the Kingdon probably represented a relatively smalr fraction
of the total population.

2.2"4. TEE ORGANIZâ.ÎION OF TEE BINI ST.å,TE

The Bini state can essentialry be described as

consisting of the oba and three groups of titred officiars;
a) the Uzama ('kingmakers'), b) the Town Chiefs, c) the
Parace chiefs. Alr titred officials were obliged to reside
in one of the kingdon's virlages or the part of the capitar
that did not forn part of the royal palace (roughry one

third of the city). Dwerring in a vilrage or the

manufacturing and residential wards of the capitar ensured.

that titre holders rdere in contact with the rest of the
popuration. These privileged positions were usuarly
entitled to correct tribute fron a ,tribute unit' composed.

of several villages dispersed throughout the kingdon. The

dispersal of villages under the control of a title horder,
the non-hereditary nature of nost titles, and the fact that
residence in tribute paying vilrages was discouraged,
together prevented the concentration and consolidation of
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pol-itical poÍeer for the individual officiars in favour of
the state. Furthernore, obas dispatched trusted courtiers
and messengers periodically throughout the kingdon and were

entitred to redistribute tribute units if one or more

officials became a threat. power invested in the kingship
was not unrestrained, however, since obas were expected to
make all major decisions in consul-tation with a full state
councir. Day to day adninistration r{as conducted by the oba

in conjunction with senior officials, usuaLly from the
Parace chiefs. smooth state functioning thus depended

rargely on institutional ízing confricts and adjusting the
political systern as necessary.

uzama titres predated the estabrishnent of the second

dynasty. During the first dynasty they were probably rurers
over petty chiefdons and represented the apex of the
politicar and economic hierarchy as the áonestic node of
product.ion evolved. rncorporation of the lJzama into the
Bini state disguised the continuity and full development of
the domestic mode in Benin. By the end of the first dynasty
there r{ere five titles which had expanded to seven when the
British invasion occurred in lggz. uzama titles were alr
hereditary, probably due to their origins in the first
dynasty- Each received tribute from one or more vilrages
(al1 very crose to the capitar) and,/or ward.s in Benin city.
of the three poritical organizations the uzama was

economically the weakest due to the relativery small number
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of tribute units they were alrotted and the paucity of
administrative powers invested in their positions. t{ithin
their own vi r lages their pol i t icar power r{as totar ry
autonomous of the state and they kept a court nodelled after
the centre. Their primary purpose in the state nachinery
was to install new obas, also a continuity from the previous
dynasty, and their consent was required in order to pass neÍ{

1aws. originally they could exert considerable political
influence through ritual, particuLarly coronation rites, but
the change in succession rures to primogeniture in the rSth
century forced a separation of their political and ritual
porder, greatly curtailing their poriticar infruence
afterwards. as the centuries passed their poriticar
infruence dininished, except on those occasions when the
Town chief s and Palace chief s r{ere divided on an issue.

Parace chiefs have also been present since the
beginning of the second dynasty although their origins are
historically vague. The original number of titres is
unknown, although probabry Iess than ten; they mushroomed to
3l positions at the end of the lgth century, onry one of
which was hereditary. These positions were divided into
three rnain hierarchical orders, and each main order was

further sub-divided into two groups, the ro¡ver group

consisting of untitled positions. I{ithin the rower
sub-divisions the age grade principle found in the virlages
was in operation. According to Bradbury (196z), the palace
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chiefs as a whole performed three najor poritical functions.
a) they recruited and trained personner for specific
adninistrative, iudiciar, and ceremonial tasks, b) the
hierarchy of positions within and between groups channerled
competition for por{er, and c) they nere a powerful
centralizing and stabilizing force within the state. Aside
from their duties in the palace and their adninistrative
tasks, each senior title holder r{as arso responsible for
overseei-ng one or more of the craft guilds in the capital.
rn fact, within the state the only poriticar sphere from
which the Parace chiefs were excluded was the ¡uilitary.
There r,yas a wide scope f or accumurat ing weal th by perf orning
the administrative tasks of the state, which was further
enhanced by tribute colrection for the senior title holders.

Every freeborn male in the kingdom had at least a

nominal affiriation wiit¡ one of the three najor divisions.
Most men never entered or served in the parace, but
affiliation did Sive a personal relation to the state which
helped mark and justify exproitation through tribute,
nilitary service, etc. For those who could pay the
initiation fees (or have their fathers pay then), they began

at the botton of the untitred hierarchy. Advancenent

through the hierarchy was based on the ability to pay

further fees and perform appropriate rituars. once a
candidate was promoted to the grade of eLder, the candidate
became an elder in his vilrage as well. Then came the next
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and highest grade in the untitred hierarchy, fron which one

could apply to the junior, and rater senior, titled
positions. Each promotion entailed progressivery higher
fees but Elave greater opportunity to increase wealth.
Potentially any man courd reach the highest lever of office.
rn reality, however, a high proportion of initiates were

drawn fron the sons of palace and Town chiefs, especiarly in
the senior grades, because of their wealth and family
histories of state service.

organízatíon of the Town chiefs was sinilar to that of
the Palace chiefs, although not as complex. Founded by oba

Ewuare in the 15th century, the Town chiefs Íeere originalry
only four titres; these expanded to rg titles four centuries
later. only one of these titres was hereditary (not of the
initial four). conposed of a senior and junior order,
together they forrned a single hierarchicar sequence, of
which the initial four titles were the senior order.
composed entirery of 'commoners', that is, men who hetd no

hereditary positions, they usualry represented the ,peoples,

interests against the oba and palace chiefs. pol_itically

they had two great strengths. First, the Town chiefs had to
approve of all the oba's appointments and second., they were

responsibre for the military affairs of the kingdon.
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2.2.5 . lEE ARTICUIATION OF lgE TTNB^å,GE ^AND SLAVB MOIIES OFPRODUCTION IN BENIN

Discussion on the rineage mode of production earrier in
this chapter indicated that village social organization r{as

consistent with the development of the rineage mode and a
logical outcome of that developnent. Historical evid.ence
suggests that beyond a single village hierarchy, a group of
villages under the authority of one person wourd create a

petty chiefdo¡n. .À cluster of petty chiefdo¡ns headed by a

paramount chief corresponded to the period of the first
dynasty. virlage structure, as it was described earrier,
with the eldest of the erders as virrage headnan, is an

incomplete description- rn fact, onry in the area
i¡unediatery surrounding the capit.al and certain western
parts of the kingdon did the head erders communicate

directly with the capital. Typically, village elders shared
their authority with a hereditary chief such that internaL
village affairs rdere conducted by the village elders and

external relations r{ere under the jurisdiction of the
hereditary chiefs.

I{hile not al-r vilrages had a hereditary chief, not arr
the hereditary chiefs had a virrage. some of then onry had
jurisdiction over a rarge virlage ward while others held
several villages' some of which thenserves had hereditary
chiefs- Generally speaking, the further they were from the
capital, the Iarg:er the area controlled by hereditary
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chiefs, and the greater the internal autonomy of the chiefs.
Those farthest away fron the capital sent slaves and

livestock as part of their bi-annual tribute while those who

were closer sent foodstuffs. .å, few of the hereditary chiefs
predate the second dynasty (indicating that the donestic
mode had indeed evorved to a chiefdon , embedded, in kinship)
but the najority were the result. of patronage appointments
by the obas. of these appointments, most were junior

brothers of the obas. Ifhether it r{as a petty chiefdon or
village ward, hereditary chiefs kept a court moderled after
the royar parace, by collecting tribute (harf of this was

sent to the oba's palace) and conferring titles. The

existence of a title systen at the vilrage level prornoted

inequaì-ities at this leveL, breaking down some of the
structural sinilarity of househords (i.e., unequal access to
resources other than land). À village level title system

thus g,ave the opportunity for sone people to amass enough

wealth to enter (or have their sons enter) the state lever
title systen or augnent their farn's labour force with the
addition of domestic sraves. .as was noted earlier, the goal
of trade r{as sraves. rn this context Nyendae|s comments,

circa 1700, are illuninating:

And besides these Three Itypes], I know ofno other Offices or Dignities, wherefore theConnonality takes place next, very few ofwhich are laborious or industriousr llrress itbe those who are wretched poor; the otherslaying the whole Burthen of their Work ontheir f{ives or SIaves, whether it be tilling
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the Groundr spinning the Cotton, weaving theCloathsr oF any other Handicraft; whilst they
have but the least stock, apply thenselves toMerchandise alone. (Nyendael in Hodgkin lg60:
151)

Potential conflict existed between the hereditary
chiefs and the virlage elders of which the state was the
ultimate mediator and arbitrator of disputes. village
erders and hereditary chiefs, although occasionarly having
access to the palace directly, usuarry were required to
communicate with the capital through the titre holder who

held the village as part of his tribute unit. various
excesses by the hereditary chief could be neutralized or
nininized by the vilrage elders appealing to the
administrator of the state. rt was in the best interests of
the title holder (and the state) to side with the village
elders in such a situation since tribute destined for the
hereditary chief strengthened his position vis a vis the
title holder and the state. The ulti¡nate sanction lay with
the state because the oba had the authority to depose a

hereditary chief of his position in favour of someone erse.
on the other hand, titte holders were dependent on

hereditary chiefs to a certain extent. Title holders had to
receive permission from village erders and hereditary chiefs
to settre their dependents and/or slaves on vilrage land--
pernission from the virì-age elders because they controrred
land distribution, and permission from a hereditary chief
because of his local poriticar and judiciar authority. Thus
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a titLe holder had no fornar politicar authority over his
tribute unit although he often had indirect authority.

^articulation between a very developed lineage mode of
production and the srave node of production vías prinariry
conducted through the mechanism or system of appointing
hereditary chiefs. First and forenost, the hereditary
chiefs were appointed by the state via the oba, usualry
being his younger sibrings. The vilrage court was nodelred
after the centre and served to instill the ideorogy of
domination as being appropriate and just. An ideology of
achievement, through the title system at the local. and

'national' level, operated to justify tribute, since a titte
holder at the state or vilrage court courd expect to receive
more than he passed on. Thus, inequalities which occurred
served to mask crass distinctions by giving the appearance
of a quantitative difference from rich to poor, rather than
a qualitative difference of different production rel_ations.
ït is inportant to recognize that the lineage mode of
production developed to petty chiefdons in the first dynasty
largely through its own internal contradictions. petty

chiefs had probably developed on the principle of inter- and

intra-lineage anteriority. The system of appointing
hereditary chiefs was not the onry mechanism for
articurating the lineage and srave nodes. Earlier r
rnentioned that all freeborn mares had at reast a nominal
affiliation with one of the three palace chief orders. The
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Town chiefs r{ere composed entirely of 'commoneFs', quite
probably the result of the najor re-org;anization experienced
in the 15th century. Achievement, rather than ascription,
would again serve to reinforce the belief that the
exproitation and domination of the ruring class was

appropriate and just, since every male couLd, in principle,
reach a najor title, arthough in practice this was rarely
the case. This says something about the nature of the state
itself, in particular, the institutionalízing and

containment of conflict and contradiction. There is
certainly nuch to be said in favour of the view that the

state is the arena in which the crass struggre is fought.
state sravery arose in the rSth century through a major

reorganization of the politicaL and economic structure of
the Bini social fornation. t{hether this reorganization r{as

a result of internal developments such as a civil war or an

external inposition through conquest is still a natter of
debate, although Ryder (rg84) suspects it was a resurt of
conquest. rn either case, the developnent of a monarchic
state was based and superinposed on the structures already
present. This too presents an appearance of greater

continuity of devel-opment than was actually the case. By

nor{ it should be quite crear that the ruling crass (the
king, title hoÌders, hereditary chiefs) and the state were

intinatery connected with each other and if it were not for
the need of nilitary support, could exist quite
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independently of the rineage mode of production. The

structures already present, however, influenced the manner

in which the sLave mode could deveLop and do¡ninate the
developed Iineage node.

Tribute in one form or another wourd seem to predate
the developnent of the state, but once the state was in
existence the principre was extended to the higher politicar
and ideological authority. This would go some etay in
explaining why half of any tribute colrected would be passed

on to the parace rather than alr or none. rf the tribute
was not already in the form of sraves it would be used
directly or indirectly to purchase more slaves.

2.3. ANÅLYTICAT COMMENÎS

Bradbury (1964) has put forward five poritico-econonic
factors which account for the 'poor, deveropnent of the
lineage systen in the Benin Kingdon. These are: r) rights
to land invested in the virlage as a whole rather than its
component lineages or lineage segments, Z) age grades

cross-cutting lineages, B) low marriage payments, 4)
primogeniture as a succession principle, and 5) a titre
system. Each of these factors will now be examined in
relation to the enpirical evidence and the theoreticar
proposals advanced earlier.
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The fact that rights to land use were under control of
a village rather than rineages would in the first place
suggest that the development of the lineage mode of
production was not 'poor' at all. vilrage organization as

it rdas described appears to predate the founding of the
first dynasty; thus the land use pattern was a resurt of the
inner contradicùions of the lineage mode and was expressed

as the outcome of a class struggle. Both contradictions and

crass struggle are necessary to understand the nature of
village social organization. Beyond this there are two

further noteworthy points. one point is that Meilrassoux is
wrong in suggesting that the lineage mod,e of production
reaches its fulrest development in cereal agricurture. The

case of Benin crearly indicates that horticurture based on

root crops is not incompatible with the deveropment of the
rineage node to an incipient tributary mod.e. The second
point is a more general one. euite sirnply, village control
of land in an area where the overwhelning number of
societies invest rand use in rineages inplies that the
process undergone in Benin would have sone heuristic varue
for understanding the origins of the virlage community in
societies where the origins are somewhat more obscure (e.g.,
India or China).

Age grades arso give the impression that the rineage
mode was well developed rather than stunted in some manner.
Horton's nodeL is definitely usefur in this respect, but
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evidence does suggest that the age grade system strengthened
the poritical and economic power of the elders without
necessarily supporting a dominant rineage or lineages. Age

grades, after all, are not conpretely divorced fron notions
of anteriority. The tradition of the erdest elder in a Bini
village being the spokesman of the virlage could potentialty
evolve to a right and therefore present another avenue to
proto-state or state developnent without recourse to a

ranking of lineages.

Low marriage payments and the small circle of bride,s
kin to whom the paynents are distributed certainry have a

bearing on Meirlassoux's position on the inportance of the
role of reproduction. Reproduction dominates at the
poritical level, for Meirlassoux, due to the erders,
position of privilege enanating from matrinoniar contror;
i.e., the erders douinaùe women and juniors through their
control over reproduction. [{hether this r{as the case at
some early point in Bini history is difficult to deterrnine,
but by the tine of the second dynasty natrinonial control
was definitely not the primary basis of the elders' contror.
Both Meillassoux and Terray wouLd appear to be correct that
ideology as a means of domination increases as tine goes on.
However, the data favours Terray's interpretation that
ideology is the dominant instance in the rineage mode

because the elders already control production. The crearest
manifestation of the eLders' contror of production was the
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fact that rights to land hrere invested in the village. The

elders achieved political doninance in the viLlage, through
ideology, to regurate access to the means of production. A

related issue is that Í{o'en and juniors together had

undergone a long history of exploitation as a crass in
relation to the elders. The elders' control of production
assured surpì.us rabour from both women and juniors although
the mode of ideologicat domination differed in each case.

ït should also be added t.hat. Terray was correct in
suggesting that an erder is constituted by social age.

Dapper's comments (page 48) and the rules for household
succession should nake this abundantly clear.

The role of primogeniture as a succession principre is
certainly a complex issue in historical terms. [{e do know

that primogeniture became the royal form of succession in
the lSth century under oba Ewuare. rf his reign is the
resurt of a conquest, as Ryder berieves, then the important
question becones did primogeniture originate at the palace

and spread outward to the rest of the kingdon or did the
conquerors find prinogeniture arready widely used and apply
it to royal succession in order to minimize conflicts over
clains to the throne? My own incrination is that conquerors
woul-d build and solidify their contror based on social_

relations and social structures arready present, since
historical.ly this tended to be the case elsewhere. rf this
was indeed the course of events, then lineage relations of
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production probably followed a trend of vertical succession
(father to son) since at least the first dynasty, if not
earlier, rather than horizontar succession (erder to younger

brother) as Meirlassoux advocates. This wouLd again support
Terray's notion that elders control reprod.uction because

they already control production.

of the five factors listed by BradbüFy, the titre
system and the inptication of the state would Eo the
farthest in correctly enphasízíng a ,poor, or stunted
development of the l ineage mode. This is due t,o the st,ate
being the structure that ensured the doninance of the srave
mode over the lineage mode, adjusting the ratter to
facilitate the reproduction of the former. rn this context
it is worthwhile to determine whether the lineage mode had

undergone a 'formal' or 'real' subsumption to the srave
mode. Rey's comments on transition wourd seem to apply
equarly well to articulation in this particular case. The

state did play a large part in subordinating the producers
through appropriating surplus (tribute), and the state did
to a large extent structure relati.ons of cooperation by the
title systen and installation of hereditary chiefs (which
gave the appearance of sociaL mobility). However, the state
courd not advance technicar change through the tribute
system. rn factr âs r mentioned earlier, if it were not for
the need of miritary support and tribute, the structures
emanating from the two modes of production woul_d have the
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appearance of existing independentry of each other. For

these reasons r must concrude that the srave mode of
production had only formalry subsumed the rineage mode of
product ion.

srave farms and slave viltagles gaining their freedon in
the span of two or three generations Lends credence to
Meillassoux's proposition that state slavery is one avenue

to serfdom. This seems also to support ny position that
slavery shourd form one end of the continuum in the
tributary node of production. certainry it is obvious that
some form of serfdom was not inevitable, arthough there was

a strong tendeucy in that direction. Nor is it beyond the
realn of possibility that slavery and serfdon could have

eventualry oscillated back and forth, sinilar to the
feudal-like and Asiatic-like oscilliation WoIf describes for
china. The inportant point is that slavery, ât reast in
this instance, is the ext,reme forn of indirect, and

collective exploitation found in the Bini social fornation
based on tribute corlected from all agricultural producers.
The continuity of this system for approxinatery 500 years

shourd dispel any not,ion that sravery is in some sense

supplenental- to a third mode of production.
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III RET^â,TIONS OF EXCHANGE II{ PRB-CO[ONI.å,L BENIN

3. I. THEORßTICAL CONSIDERå,TIONS

rnplicit in the previous chapter was the assumption
that in very general terms human societies can be grouped

into three major modes of production: the kin-ordered node,

the tributary mode, and the capitalist mode. rt was further
argued that this typology, proposed by hlorf (lggz), courd
only be valid in reference to the regionar and specific
locar contexts fron which it arises. rn this chapter, where

the rerations of exchang:e corresponding to the relations of
production are exanined, the same condition is stirl
applicable.

I I ] t must, be apparent at the out,set that,
no natter how differently distribution may
have been arranged in different stages ofsocial development, it must be possible herealso, just as with production, to single out
common characteristics, and just as possible
to confound or to extinguish atl historic
differences under general human laws (Marx
cited in Halperin l9B4: 259).

In general the forn of trade in prod.ucts
corresponds to the form of production.
Change the second and the former will changeas a consequence (Marx cited in Terray tg7g:3r6).
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Now, given that exchange is subordinate to production,
how are we to characterize the process and deveropment of
exchange svstems? wolf (lgB2) and flarlerstein (lg?g, rg?g)
have taken tentative steps in this direction by returning to
the work of Karl polanyi, and for that reason it is worth
returning to his ideas here. rndeed, Ilalterstein,s
three-ford typology Iends itself welr to the three general
modes of production presented by 1{olf. He speaks of
' reciprocal nini-systems' , ' redistribut ive worrd enpires , 

,

and 'world economies'. The first term relates to closed
local economies corresponding to kinship societies, the
second terrn coincides with societies where a centrar
authority corlects tribute, and the third term is connected
to societies where narket exchange is the dominant
principle. I{ithin t{atlerstein's three types of economic

systems we can easily pick out poranyi's three modes of
econonic integrat ion, i. e. , reciproci ty, redis tribut ion, and

market exchange.

Poranyi's ideas must be viewed as both an extension of
and a reaction to Marx, arthough the poritical clinate in
the united states during the tine of his writing often
obscured the source of inspiration (cf., Harperin rgg4).
For both Marx and poranyi it is social institutions which
are the operative organizing principles in hunan societies,
and not as many of their contemporaries and ours suggest

individual behaviour. The economy must be anarysed as
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part of a larger curturar systen, or, what anounts to the
same thing, the economy per se is a segment, arbeit the
deterninant segnent in the rast instance, of a mode of
production. These institutions need not appear as economic

in order to function as an organizer of production,
distribution, and consumption.

The human econo¡ny, then, is embedded and
enmeshed in institutions, economic and non_
economic. The incrusion of the non-economic
is vital. For reliÉion and government may
be as important for the structure and
functioning of the economy as monetary
institutions or the availability of tools
and machines that lighten the toil of
labour. (polanyi Ig5?: 250) .

From this it follows that the three modes of economic

integration require an institutionar basis rather than an

individuar basis. rf we can return briefry to the
kin-ordered node of production, for exarnple, we can see that
kinship, àt whatever lever we choose, defines a corporate
group and not nerely an aggregate of individuals. selecting
a marriage partner does not take prace on an individual
basis but is first and forenost a negotiation between

lineage segnent,s. rt is in this sense that we can speak of
reciprocity. The donestic node of prod.uction, for
MeilLassoux (198la), only requires that sinilar communities
are in existence to faciritate the exchanges of wonen and,/or

prestige goods. sinilarì-y, "lr]eciprocity denotes movements

between correlative points of symetrical groupings" for
Polyani (1957: 250). connections between MeilLassoux's
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analysis and Polanyi's, lgorf's, and f{arrerstein,s become

clearer.

Enpiricaì-ly, reciprocity and redistribution tend to
occur in all societies. The former corresponds to
horizontar exchanges at the Locar level, the latter entairs
vertical exchanges between the local unit and the centre
(cf., vallensi 198l). The mode of economic integration that
is doninant is the mode that organizes the productive
resources. "Dominance of a form of integration is here

identified with the degree to which it comprises land and

rabour in society" (potanyi rgSz: 255). precisely because

these two forms of integration can be found in virtually alr
societies, it is not possibre to equate their appearance

with evolutionary stages.

Before moving or¡ however, r rnust make crear that
Polanyi's concepts, useful as they may be, cannot be

accepted in their entirety. Attenpting to provide a general
framework for the economy in society, poranyi at tirues gave

his analyticar concepts differing degrees of weight with the
result that he often over-extended then. Halperin (Igg4:
263) notes the difficulty involved in reì.ating "which
concepts were meant to apply to arr economies, which to a

set of economies, and which to a particular type." Auge

(198r)' Godelier (1981), and Dupre and Rey (lgzB) recognize
that the modes of integration posed by poranyi risk analysis
only in the sphere of circulation to the exclusion of
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production relations. f{hire Meilrassoux ( rgBla) is
synpathetic to his work, he cautions against overextending

his concepts. As is noted above, poranyi does recognize the
prinacy of production. He did not confront the interface
between production and circulation though, and. in fact
tended to move away from it in the course of time.
Redistribution as a concept requires three quarifications

according to Wolf (1982): 1) it is necessary to distinguish
the different kinds and the spheres to which they app1y, z)

consideration shourd be given to what gets redistributed and

to whom, and 3) recognition ¡nust be given to the purery
poriticar role it can assume through alliance or
co-optation. Perhaps the nost fundanental criticisn of arl
is the fact that the surface appearances serve to mask the
exproitation occurring in the productive sphere. rn

kin-ordered socíeties, the exchange bet,r¿een symet,rical kin
groups masks the reaì.ity of the seniors exploitation of the
subordinate class of juniors,/women. In a transition from a

kin-ordered node of production to a tributary node "It]he
reality of reciprocity is unequal exchange, even if
political hierarchy has not already reduced it to a purely
ideological representation" (Àuge lgBl 62).

Evolution, for Marx and poranyi, should not be confused
with their respective concepts, i.e., their concepts were

not intended to represent some form of unirineal and

deterministic causality. rn rearity, many of their
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adherents did tend to treat Marx's and polanyirs concepts in
such a nanner. This is, in some senses, unavoidable,
particurarly in reference to sociar complexity and the
deveropnent of productive forces. what should be made

clear, though, is that in doing s¡o the observer is taking a

retrospective view of development and only examining the
"high points" at that. such a perspective is not invalid
provided the observer bears in nind that, for any specific
society under observation, the events that occurred in
reality need not to have occurred (cf Moserey and

llallerstein L97B). Rather than society X reaching a high
point, it may have been society y. Ekholn (rggl) atternpts
to provide a 'dependency' modet applicabte to alI societies
based on this notion of evorution. continuity in evolution,
within the nodel developed by Ekhorrn, does not occur at the
level of societJ¡, but onLy at the lever of a rarger systen
of which a society is a part. rn the context of a larger
system individual societies experience an evolution followed
by a devoÌution. The evolutionary development continues
further within a neighbouring society in the larger system.

Ekholn suggests that economic growth occurs prirnariry
by increasing export production. l{ithout distorting
Ekholn's nodel, r berieve, with Marx, that arr- mod.es of
production reproduce on an expanded scale. Therefore, by

increasing production, either for internar use or export,
entails an increase in consunption. The regionar systems
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(Ekholrn refers to then as "global" systems) of aII
civiLízations exhibit developed centres, underdeveloped

peripheries, and undeveroped areas beyond the periphery.

rndustrial production (or more properry, manufacturing in
our case) occurs in the centre while the periphery exchanges

raw materials for manufactured products. The characteristic
condition for development by locar societies is access to
resources outside the local system. EnpiricaLly we observe

that centres within a regional systen exchange goods wuth

each other as well as with centres in other regional
systems. rn other words, the centre has a redistributive
function in the local sphere and a reciprocal function in
the regionar/international spheres. l{hen exchange with the
regional-/internationar sphere breaks down the centre
experiences a collapse and devolution occurs. "Devolution
in this sense is no more than a societyrs forced adaptation
to its own environment" (Ekhotm lggl: 250).

Peripheralization at the centre, however, is accompanied by

the ascendancy of some part of the periphery. This seems to
have been the case for Europe, âs wolf (rg82) has shown.

l{ithin Europe, the shift of trading centres from the

Mediterranean to the Á,tlantic saw the rise of England and

Flanders and the falr of rtarian port cities. on an even

larger level this process entailed the contraction of
Byzantiun and the expansion of african coastar ports.
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rn sunming up the discussion of Ekhorm,s noder it
should be evident that this is, like polanyi's model, based

on exchange. If, on the one hand, the nodel does not
discuss how relations of exchange are subordinate to
relations of production, i.e., how exchange facilitates the
reproduction of the production rerations, it does¡ on the
other hand, provide a basis for understanding how production
at the centre is dependent on external exchange. viewed in
this specific manner we can understand Walrerstein's craim
that modes of production and modes of exchange are
ident ical . t{e can arso see why he speaks of " redist ribut ive
world empires." rt should be clear at this point that
pre-capitalist states relied on external exchange networks
to transform the surplus extracted from slaves and free
cultivators into ner{ rneans of exploitation and/or
appropriation. Ilhat structural analysis faits to do is to
incorporate the vulnerability of internal rerations to
external pressures. Either externar rerations are not
considered at arr (e.g., Dupre and Rey tgzg), or trade is
considered, but only as an invariant and steady input to
transforn surplus into new means of exploitation (e.g.,
Meillassoux 1981a, Terray rgzgb, lgBB, see afso Roseberry
1985). ConverselJ¡, polanyi (L957), Ekholm (I9gl), and

I{allerstein (1978, Lgzg) consider the effects of exchange

but not the causes. rt is toward these causes that r wilr
now focus my attention.
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3.1.1. THE N^ATURE OF EXCHANGE IN TIEST .â,FRICAN KIN_ORDEEED
AND TRIBUTåRY/SLAVE SOCIETIES

lerray (1983) has suggested two general types of social
formations in t{est Africa: r) those formations where

external trade played a peripheral role in the functioning
of society, and 2) those formations where externar trade
prayed a prinary role in "rearizing" the generated surplus.
The former is associated with ì-ineage societies or states
based on raiding, plunder, etc., and thus tended to tax
foreign traders. The latter correspond to state societies
where surprus is " real ized," by exchange f or products

essential to the reproduction of the social systern. These

social fornations did not tax foreign traders and encouraged
r their presence in order to obtain vital goods as welr as

luxury goods.

Dupre and Rey, in exanining societies of the first
type' suggest "exchange...is to be explained by the role of
exchange in the reproduction of ùhe conditions of
production, i.e., at a rever other than that of exchange

itself" (l97B: l8B). They go on to elaborate severaL

nethods by which the place of exchange is defined. r wirr
discuss the¡n briefry berow since much of this has been

touched upon earlier. r) Matrinonial exchanges are

controlled by the seniors by virtue of their contror over
social knowledge (either real as in geneology, history, etc.
or 'artificial' as in procedures for reLigious observances)
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and erite goods essentiar to narriage. control over elite
goods in particular arrows the seniors collective contror
over the juniors, thus, even groups of seniors who are

antagonistic toward each other exchange their goods. rn the
rong run this establishes control over marriage and

therefore denographic reproduction. z) since domestic
slavery exists at the l-evel of rineage society there are
various nechanisms by which slaves or their descendants can

be incorporated into the lineage. The same nechanism can

arso work in reverse. Juniors accused of adultery,
witchcraft, etc., had to rely on seniors to pay fines in
elite goods. Those who repeated offences or proved to be

recal-citrant lost support of their kin group, which meant

that the 'purchase' of a junior could be accomplished by

another kin group. rn the rong run this mechanism also
could serve to adjust denographic inbalances. 3) Alr
mechanisms which function to maintain a denographic balance
in kin groups are essential preconditions to the

reproduction of the conditions of production. 4) Erite
goods most often require the highest degree of technicaL
skill to produce, and thus invor.ve the longest period of
training. I{hether these goods are Iocarly manufactured or
exchanged makes little difference, since the labour is
provided by the juniors and women but they are controrled by

the seniors. The final effect is a political act which
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leads the juniors and women to perpetuate dependence by

their or.{n Iabour.

Turning to social formations of the second type, of
which the Benin kingdon shourd be includedr wê find they are
dorninated by the tributary rnode of production. The reason
Anin (1972) and lÌolf (1982) separate the slave mode fron the
tributary mode, Terray (rgzg) suggests, is that the role of
rong distance trade has been exaggerated. Most researchers,
both Marxist and non-Marxist, consider trade, i.e.,
distribution, to be the determining factor in state
formation. state sÌavery is accorded a supplementary roLe
since numerically this class only represented a snalL
fraction of the total popuration and thus the popular
argument suggests that the najority of wearth was

appropriated from the free producers and/or through control
of trade routes.

Terray's position on the matter of contror.ring trade
routes concerns the difficulty of attracting traders and not
taxing then. commercial routes coul_d only be taxed where no

alternative routes existed a rare occurrence. where

several routes exist.ed, taxes on merchants wourd drive the
trade ar{ay to less restrictive centres. The level of the
productive forces in I{est Àfrican societies is generally
row. The technology is simpre and usualry operated
individually, therefore there is rittle variation in
productivity. The prime ingredient in econonic power rests
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in controrring people. At the level of ì.ineage society the

control- rests with the erders but the number of producers

under their srvay is quite l inited. The deveropnent of the
state could have been such that direct control over lineage
segments provided the state with wearth in order to trade,
but, since land was plentiful and technology was easily
replicated, over exploitation would sinply resurt in a

nigration. while it seems likety that the state arose on

the foundation of lineage society, beyond a certain
threshoLd it became more advantageous to invest in slaves
who were settled on slave farns to provide the basis of
surprus extraction for individual members of the ruring
cIass.

,{,lso, it is important to remenber that surplus rabour
extracted fron slaves was deternined by consumption

requirements, i.e., basic and luxury goods. Surplus
provided by slaves was exchanged for goods used in
production (e. g. , iron, cotton, etc" ) or reproduction (e. g. ,

arms, more sraves). "The purpose of the transaction, for
the purchaser, was not the desire to obtain an additional
profit by reselling the merchandise, but the wish to acquire
a certain product in the most advantageous conditions"
( Terray 1979: 3 I0 ) . I{est African societ ies , I ike many

others of the tine period considered here, had economies

where use-vaIue, rather than exchange varue, predominated.
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This exprains why African slavery did not develop into the
intense and harsh forms found in the united states during
the plantation era and the rast centuries of ancient Rone.

The predominance of use-val-ue arso restricted the expansion
of slavery since a numericar barance between free and slave
producers had to be maintained. S1aves themselves tended to
be foreigners and lyere nixed ethnicarly on the slave farns
to enable the owners to maintain control_. obedience also
had its rewards, for slaves usuarly achieved freedon in
their own lifetine, or their descendants did.

The two major methods of procuring sraves was either
through trade or war, which brings us back to the tribute
levied from the free producers. rn the event of r{ar, rurers
relied on the support of their subjects. Rerigious ideolgy
rvould not guarantee the willing support of their subjects if
they were taxed too heaviry. "rn this sense, the slave mode

of production seems to have been the chief element of the
social formation since it subordinated the functioning of
the other Ilineage] mode of production, with which it
coexisted, to the requirements of its own reproduction "
(Terray I979: 3tr). Long distance trade was essentiar
because it r^¡as the onry means for the ruling class to
'reaLize' the surplus the sraves generated and thereby
obtain the luxury goods which syrnborized authority, as well,
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it was a means of obtaining more slaves to facilitate the
regurar reproduction of social rerations. This is the only
context in which rong distance trade was essential ùo the
state.

3.2. TEE CASE OF BBNIN

3.2.T. TRADB ORGANIZATION AND WÀRFARE Iil BENIT{

At first it may seem curious to present the
organizatíon of trade with warfare under the same heading.

But their very nature divides then into polar opposites and

that is precisely what interests us. Trade is best
facilitated during peacetine, that is, periods of political
stabirity, which ensure the safety of traverrers and their
merchandise. on the other hand, warfare is the most extreme

form of maintaining political stability, êither internally
or externalry, not to mention that captives can be traded or
put to work. Thus war and trade¡ âs Arnord (rg5z) notes,
were both conditions of survival ( i. e. , reproduction) . Both

.å'rnold ( 1957) and Poranyi ( Lg66) consider the conquest of
l{hydah (a coastal city in the modern nation of Benin) bv the
kingdon of Dahomey in these terms. This division between

Íyar and trade also nanifests itself at the level of the

state. rn the early rBth century Barbot reported that Bini
traders "are forbid under heavy mulots, or bodily
punishment, to interneddle in any manner of affairs rerating
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to h¡ar" ( Barbot in Arnold 195T: IZ5 ) . â,ì_though traders may

or Eay not have been connected with the state, trade itserf
r{as reguì.ated and controrled by the state, the opening and

crosing of "markets" being the predoninant nethod of
regulating foreign trade.

Although ethnographic and historical infornation does

not provide us with much detail, r{e can reconstruct, to some

degree, how trade was organízed and what effects warfare had

on trade. Externar trade, that is, trade with Europeans and

other African states, was controlled by various trading
associations, which, in turn, r{ere controlled by various
t.itle horders within the state (Bradbury r96?). Bradbury

was probabry referring to the situation that existed just
prior to the invasion of the kingdon by British forces in
1897. Historicalry, the trend seems to have been a graduar

loss of power by the oba (king) and his supporters in
matters relating to trade. Ilhen the portuguese first
contacted the kingdon in the 15th century the oba had a

nonopory in virtually atr external trade. t{ithin these

trading associations merchants paid an annual fee for the
right to trade. van Nyendael wrote in LToz that "Duties or
Torls on inported and exported wares are not paid here; but
everyone pays a certain sum annually to the Governor of the
Place where he l_ives, for the Liberty of Trading" (in
Hodgkin 1960: r52). prior to this there is no indication
that free men, because women were always excluded, could
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engage in unrestricted trade. The titte hol_ders Bradbury
refers to are probably the Fiadors and Mercadors (factors
and brokers) who conducted trade on behalf of the state.
Their originar appearance seems connected. with the
Portuguese, as their titles indicate, arthough it is
probable that Fiadors, or their equivalent, did exist prior
to European contact. Merchants had, by the earì.y r8th
centu.y, nanaged to whittre aÍyay at the oba's monopoly of
trade untiL it was reduced finatry to a right of pre-emption
(Ryder r969). By the late lgth century state officials
could, and did, wield considerabre influence on their own.

The earry and nid tsth century seems to be a period of
turbulence in the eastern portion of l{est.africa. yoruba,

Nupe, and Igala kingdons r €ls wel l as Benin, were aI I
experiencing dynastic changes at this juncture of history.
No conclusive evidence exists as to whether a foreign
invasion or some other sociar calamity was responsible for
this upheaval, but what is crear is that Benin energed fron
this a stronger and expansionary state (Ryder r969, oliver
and At¡nore 1981). It is within this context that the
Portuguese "discovered" Benin in the last three decades of
the lSth century.

oral history indicates that circa r5l5-1516 Benin was

at war with rdah, the capitar of rgara (Egharevba r968), and

it is confirmed by pires, a portuguese ambassador at the
court (in Hodgkin 1960). Oliver and Atnore (Iggl) consider
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the control of the Niger waterway as the principar cause of
this fighting. Àt the same tine the Nupe kingdon and the
Yoruba kingdom of oyo were engaged in fighting for control
over the sout,hern portion of the west African savanna. .{s

the century progressed the Nupe nanaged to capture the oyo

capitar, forcing the oyo further south and thereby leading
them into conflict with other yoruba kingdons. During the

course of their exile from their capital the oyo had learned
cavalry warfare, and by the early 1600,s had recaptured the

former capital. The two most powerfur expansionary states
of eastern Nigeria had asserted themserves and derineated
their respective spheres of infruence. rf, during the
course of the 17th centüFyr there was rittre conflict
bet,ween these two states , i t is because the oyo do¡ninated

the open savanna by means of its cavalry and Benin dominated

the forested areas west of the Niger, including the owo,

Ekiti' and ondo Yoruba, by means of sword. and European

muskets (Ajayi 1971).

The main object of the new states, however,
r{as to produce concentrations of wealth andpower by inposing taxation and tribute over
wide areas, and also the forced transfer ofpopulation into the neighbourhood of the new
netropoles for agricultural and industrial
as weLl as nilitary reasons. ft had long
been the practice of the great Hausa city
states to settle communities of slaves in
agricultural villages around the urban areas.
Benin strictly linited the saLe of slaves fromits netropolitan region to Europeans, because
their labour r{as needed at home. The compul-
sory settlenent on sonewhat more priveleged
terms of skilLed menr €specially blacksniths,
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from conquered communities had been practised
by nany Àf rican states (Ol iver and At¡nore
1981: 100 - I01 ) .

Benin, by the time orfert Dapper published his accounts

in 1668, was at the height of its expansion. Between the
tine that Dapper wrote and Nyendaelrs visit in L702, a civil
war broke out within the kingdon. Ryder ( l969) berieves the
outbreak occurred circa 1690, arthough the discrepancy
between orar history and recorded history cannot fix a firn
date, and that it rasted approxinatery twenty years, with
internittent periods of peace in between. These twenty
years indicate a period of unusual- internar stress.
rndigenous history is vague for this time and European

reports often present conflicting evidence. rt seems

plausible to berieve that merchant associations, and the
title horders who controlled them, were at odds with the oba

and his supporters. By the mid-trth century European

traders were met at the coast by the Fiadors and Mercadors,

rather than being sent for from the capital which had been

the earlier practice. price negotiations were now fixed by

these officials without the consurtation of the oba, and a

credit system was established. Trade, it wourd appear, was

no Longer excrusivery under control of the state and

probably meant a corresponding loss of revenue to the
palace. what appears to have happened after this is an

attempt by the oba and his folrowers to reassert their
nonopoly privileges (Ryder lg6g, Fage 1g6g). The ensuing
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civi I war sar^, the city destroyed, various vassar kingdons

and chiefdons regaining their independence or at least
greater political autonomy, and the lifting of restrictions
on male slaves. Fage (1969) suggests that lifting the ban

on nale sraves was done in order to increase the royal
treasury since the kingdon was becoming relatively poorer in
reration to those kingdorns that did serl male slaves while
Ryder (1969) contends that the ban was lifted in order to
deport undesirables. rt seems to me that both views are

valid when one considers that; far to the north in the Hausa

states, particurarly the state of Katsina, had just emerged

victorious in h¡resting control of the southern ter¡ninals of
the trans-saharan trade from the songhay Ernpire; to the

inrnediate north the Furani had just conquered Nupe; and the
oyo kingdon had managed to control some access to the sea

independent of Benin, which was fornerì_y the inter¡nediary
between oyo and the coast. The disruption in trade
externalr, conbined with politically dangerous and powerfur

leaders internally, resulted in the export of these

undesirabres. This view has its credibirity strengthened by

the fact that the export of nare sraves was a royal monopory

(Ryder 1969).

During the rest of the l8th cenùury internal problems

exacerbated external pressures and vice versa, a process

which continued well into the Igth century.
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ïn the wake of the Fulani .iihad came a
fresh r,yave of Nupe attacks on the northern
Edo areas; to the west, the break up of the
Oyo kingdon led to fighting in Ekiti; on thecoast a British presence gradually established
the bases which demanded and nade possibte an
advance into the interior. Not even at the
height of its fortunes could Benin have re_sisted the forces which were now crosing uponit, so the oft-aired subject of its deciine inthe nineteenth century is irrelevant, to the
outcone (Ryder 1969: 22).

Discussion up to now should nake crear that there is a

connection between internal and external developments.

However, to say that "decline" had set in is perhaps too
simple a view of reality Despite the internal problems,

which are' after alr, the result of class struggle, there
was a novement underway to re-establish its former hegemony

in the forest regions. Much of the yoruba country lost
earlier in the century had been recaptured and plans r{ere

underway to subdue a rebeLlion at Agbor in rbo country. ',At
the endr" Ryder says, "resistance to the punitive expedition
of 1897 confounded all the British 'Benin experts' who had

confidently predicted an ignoninious surrend.er" (r969: 2B).

3.2.2. PORTS OF TRADB

Polanyi (1957, t966) was arways forceful_ in separating
notions of external trade and markets. A port of trade, for
Polanyi and his followers, was an institution adninistered
by the state for the state to facilitate foreign trade. rt
is these ports of trade, and not markets, that were the
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growing points of the world economy since this is where many

different societies contacted each other to exchange ideas
and products. They tended to be found arong coastar areas

or at inland areas which bordered on different ecological
zones, and they were anything from free city-states to
cities or towns which r{ere administered by a state.
Politically, ports of trade were neutrar for two reasons.
First, neutrality guaranteed safety for the foreign
merchants since they wourd not leave their own territory
unless they ¡{ere provided safety for themserves and their
merchandise. secondry, they provided security for the
states that adninistered the ports of trade by preventing
access to their interior and thus preventing any kind of
military reconnaissance. The previous section discussed the
contradiction between war and foreign trade; a contradiction
overcone by a neutral area which provided safety in what f{as

often a politically hostile environment. Furthermore, ports
of trade were open to all foreigners, with the effect of
inducing competition between merchant,s rather than trade
rivalries between states.

The port of l{hydah, of which Ârnold (rg5z) has written,
fits this description. Benin arso fits this d.escription
wellr êS we shall see. In regard to the safety of
foreigners, D.R. (believed to be Dierick Ruiters) wrote in
1602 that the Bini "are very conscionable, and wilr doe no

wrong one to the other, D€ither will they take anything from
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strangers, for if they doe, they should afterward be put to
death, for they rightly judge a man to die for doing any

wrong to a stranger" (in Hodgkin r960: LZZ). state security
is also arruded to by this very same 0.R., suggesting "a man

night write more of the situation of this Towne IBenin city]
if he might see it, as you may the Townes in Horland, which
is not pernitted there, by one that alwaies goes with you,

some men say¡ that he goeth with yoür because you should
have no harne done unto yoür but yet you must goe no farther
than he will let you" (in Hodgkin 1960z IZ0).

rt is difficult to provide infornation regarding how

many ports of trade existed in the kingdon, especialry since
foreigners all had their novement regurated. ,,There are

four principar ptaces where the Europeans trade" (in Ârnold
1957: 185) in L732 when Barbot visited. Beyond this we know

that the king of oyo and the king of Benin fixed a boundary

at otun in Ekiti, where yoruba and Edo traders net to
exchange goods (Ajayi IgZl, Fage l969). Beyond these

centres one can only speculate that sinirar trading towns

existed to the north-east to trade with the rgala kingdon

and to the east to trade with the rbo. Finarry, examining

the accessability of these ports of trade, Ryder (r969)

nentions two instances when a European nation wished to
secure nonopory trading privileges. the first attenpt was

by the Dutch when tensions r{ere rising with the portuguese.

The oba signed a trade treaty with the Dutch, but article 10
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stipulated "that no portuguese, who may at any tine be found
in the King's territory, sharr be attacked by the IDutch]
company's ships or servants, since the king, being master of
his land, wishes to extend to them, âs to alr other nations,
free access to trade" (in Ryder 1969: l4l). The second

attenpt was made by the French several years later in
response to the growing hostilities of the EngIish, and they
in turn were denied for the same reasons.

3 .2 .3 . INTERNAT M.å,RKETS

Local markets r{ere the institutional mechanisms which
ensured the orderly exchange of locar products just as the
ports of trade ensured the supply of foreign products.
Markets not only involve exchange, they involve
exchange-value as a principre in societies that are

otherwise doninated by u,se-varue (cf ., poranyi lgSz). one

of the main reasons that exchange here does not become

dominated by exchange-varue (narket exchange) in polanyi, s

terms is because it is regulated, i.e., administered, ât
fixed rates and thereby prevents profit from becoming a

notive in the course of exchange. Exchange is meant as an

exchange of equivalents and nothing more.

^â.Ithough narket institutions, therefore,
are exchange institutions, narket and
exchange are not coterminous. Exchange
at set rates occurs under reciprocative
or redistributive forms of integration(Polanyi L957: 257) .
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The point Poranyi is making is that externar trade and

markets are separate phenomena that find their expression in
the doninant forn of integration, which for Benin was

redistributive, i.e., controlred from a cent,re. Markets
were held to provide one vital function which was to provide
fresh food or utilitarian goods. This required that markets
were held on fixed days, that some nediun of exchange Iike
the cowrie sherl was available, that people to prepare food
for sale (usualry women), that there be some form of ritual
or ceremony (which often defined the borders of the narket),
and that state functionaries regulate the trade and settre
disputes (cf., Poranyi rg66). Furthernore, none of the
goods found in a port of trade Í{ere sold in a market unress

it was utilitarian.

The social distance between trade and
market can be neasured by the difference
of status between those who engage in t,rade
and those who go to market. The vendors inthe market place are women. But trade,
l ike Í{ar, is the af fair of men, and moreparticularly 'the business of kings, rich
men, and prime merchants, exclusive of the
inferior sorts of Blacksr, as Barbot says.
Only women g,o to market ' loaded l ike horses ,

with the produce of the countryside, or
the makers of comnon wares such as hoes or
iron utensils, or slaves who traffic for
their masters (ArnoId t95?: lB3).

Generalì-y speaking, Benin fits this pattern very werl.
D.R. rists two main narkets in Benin city which provided a

wide array of foodstuffs, firewood, wood.en utensirs, cotton
threadr âBFiculturaJ. toors, and weapons. He adds that these
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narkets t'are held and arranged in a very orderì.y Eannerr',

and that "women are much enproyed as serlers, and even sent
in nobs to the GoId Coast" (in Roth 196g: LJZ). Dapper

describes the market at Gwato, one of Beninrs ports of trade
for the Europeans, in a sinirar manner. Even though it was

a port of trade, the market remained quite separate. "Not
everybody is arlowed to bargain with the Dutch there, but
only certain people whom the king licenses, and these buy

the European goods fron us and other white people in arbon,
and go and selr then again in Gotton [Gwato] (in Roth rg6g:
r32). rn the event of a dispute the parties "are brought
before the nobres and settr-ed" (in Roth l968: LBB). The

cowrie appears to have been the basic nedium of exchange,

arthough other equivalencies such as salt r{ere used from

time to tine.

3.2.4. THE WBSÎ AFNICAN ÎRADE å,ND BENIN

Examining the history of tlest African trade D.T. Niane

has recently stated:

...we cannot say how much trade came from the
savannah nor how nuch [cas sent fron the forestregions to the Sudan. However, until very
recently, the Mandingo and Hausa used to selLbeads, salt, amber, copper pans and snoked ordried fish fron Jenne and Mopti at village
fairs in the forest (lgB4: 624)

This certainly gives a very good indication of how

widespread trade, and traders, were in the pre-colonial era
Arthough the traders did not necessarily travel this far,
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appearances indicate that the forest kingdons.were well_

integrated into the west ,{frican commerciar network. Both

Fage (1969) and Ryder (rg84) berieve that the yoruba, rgala,
and Benin polities sometime ín the past were under Hausa

influence and that this contact may have red to state
format,ion and rinked them to their own sphere of trade.
Ajayi (r971) put forward the idea that the nain southern
extension of the trans-saharan trade terminated at the cit,y
of old oyo. From there three subsidiary routes branched

out, of which the ord oyo (city)-Ekiti-owo-Benin route is
rerevant here. Benin's trade with Nupe aLso followed this
route- rn pre-contact times this route brought the iron,
copper, and other goods fron the desert regions. The

essence of the matter is that Benin had always looked north
for goods, never seriously trying to estabrish thenseLves on

the coast, and being content with bringing various coastal
peoples into a tributary relationship.

I{e saw earLier in this chapter how the eastern portion
of west Africa Íyas in a state of frux just prior to the

Portuguese arrival, and how ports of trade served as a

mechanism to arlow trade to continue despite the r{ars of
expansion. Here r wish to examine the nature of the
products exchanged. European trade along the coast fron the
15th to the earry r8th century was confined nostry to an

internediary position, bringing products from one section of
the coast to another, thus bypassing the trading networks
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along the coastal- lagoons. Their rore $¡as relativery minor
in this respect since they courd not control the total
vorume of coastal- trade any$ray. prior to their arrivaL Bini
croth and beads were reaching the Akan kingdons via the Ga

speaking people near modern Accra (Boahen r96z), and

probably would have continued to do so even without the
Europeans.

slaves were being procured during the rSth century by a

combination of methods including criminal sentencing, taking
captives in war, and through trade in the interior. Fage

( r969) has calcurated that in the l6th century over 509. of
the slaves Benin obtained were through capture in warfare,
and the remainder were crininars, debtors, pardns, kidnapped
persons, etc., although it is doubtful that this was d.one in
order to satisfy llausa denands. It seems nore reasonable to
concLude that the najorit.y were used in the Bini economy,

with perhaps only the crininals and other dissidents being
exported, especiaÌ1y since the Hausa states were probabJ.y

more concerned with gaining their independence from the
empire of Mali (Hodgkin Lg60). It is true that Benin was

already involved in exporting sraves as earry as 1505

(Pereira in Roth L968), but the numbers were small and other
goods such as cotton cloth, reopard skins, parm oir, and

beads hrere also included in these transactions. As wirl be

seen in the next section, even during the height of the
.å,tlantic sl-ave trade, the numbers exported tended to remain
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smalL' the najority coming from coastal states who relied on

European conmerce nuch nore than the inland kingdoms.

Rat.her, during the 17th and r8th centuries sLaves were

imported from the rgbo area east of the Niger and north of
the del-ta (oriver and Atmore tg8l), and during the lgth
century fron the delta states thenserves (Roth r96g).

sal-t was a product that continuarry was being inported
into Benin either in the forn of rock salt brought fron the
saharar or sea salt obtained from the peopre on the coast.
Ryder (1969) suggests that expansion arong the coast as far
west as Lagos couLd be connected to an attenpt at greater
serf sufficiency for this item, which continued to arrive
from r,agos until the mid-r6th century. By the end of that
century Benin tended to get part of its supply from the
neighbouring coastal kingdon of warri. rf the Bini becane

rather indifferent to the Loss of vassal kingdoms along the
coast over tine it is because European traders could pick up

some of the demand, arthough this denand did vary (Adans

1966). what is clear is that the demand in the kingdon h¡as

always satisfied and that any remainder was re-exported
for considerable profit if we are to believe Roth (Lg68).

slaves and salt appear to be -two of the primary itens
inported into the kingdorn, arthough some of the denand could
alrvays be net rocarty. A third prinary inport was netar,
particularry copper, tin, iron, zinc, and rater brass or
bronae from Europe. prior to European contact copper came
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fron the mines in Takedda near the Air Mountains and tin
from the Jos Prateau. .å,rternatively, copper and zinc may

have been availabre fron rgala or rbo areas. The amounts

that came to Benin were probabry quite small and expensive

when one considers the distance involved. Greater amounts

of brass became available from the Europeans earry in the
l6th century which afforded the brassmiths the opportunity
for greater production and experimentation, and resulting in
the court art for which Benin has become world famous.

rronr âs we recarl from the first chapter, had been inported
into the forest since the 5th century and was used prinarily

in agricultural inplements (Ryder lgB4). The supply of this
metar also seems to have originated near the Jos prateau,

which indicates that the Hausa states at least controlled
the trade of this and the other two metars, and possibry
production as weII (Ajayi lgZI).

of course, other itens of a utiritarian or prestigious
nature were traded, but the three outlined above probabry

constituted the most vital goods in terms of social
reproduction and production. Among the products already
described, Ajayi also mentions leather products coning from

the savannar âs weLl as horses the prestige syrnbol par

excellance in the forest. Fishing villages along the coast
and the Niger also Provided Benin with fish and shellfish of
various sorts. unfortunately there is little evidence on

what other itens may have been imported, but there does seem
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to be enough evidence

hypothesis regarding t

case of Benin.

indicate that Terray,s (lgZgb)

nature of the goods holds in the

cloth, manufactured primarily by Ívomen on perpendicurar
looms' was one of Benin's prinary exports, and was nuch

esteemed by rnany societ,ies throughout west Africa at the
time of the Portuguese arrivar. The history of cloth
production provides some interesting insights into how the
kingdom organízed, its productive resources. Already we have

seen that cloth was exported as far away as the Akan

kingdons to the west and it seems probable that a rarge
proportion was exported to the north. Many of the earry
chroniclers observed the large amounts of cotton grordn and

the corresponding weaving that goes with it (see Roth rg68:
140-I41). Van Nvendael's brief description is indicative of
the other travellers' reports as wetl: "That a J.arge

quantity of cotton bushes must grow here you may reasonable
conjecture when r tell you that not only all the inhabitants
are clothed with it, but they annually export thousands of
woven clothes to other places" (in Roth 1968: r4l). Ryder

( 1969) also confirms the large volume of cloth exported,
particularly once the Europeans assumed their role as

internediaries along the coast. rnexplicably, over the
course of t,ine the amount locarly nanufactured for export
seemed to decrease while croth coning from Nupe and flausa

territories for re-export seemed to increase. possibly the

to

he
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internal stresses experienced in the rgth and rgth
centuries, in the forn of civir wars followed by population
movements, disrupted production to the point where a fu11

recovery f{as no longer possible; or, if recovery was

possible, the demand had shifted eLsewhere. other products

which were exported seemed to consist of forest produce such

as kora nuts, grourds, carabashes, indigo, and various fruits
which were sent north in return for savanna products (Ajayi
1s7r).

3.2.5. THE STAVE TRÁ,DE AND THE EUROPEå.NS

the previous sections have already outlined the extent
and nature of European invorvement in Beninrs trade. other
than the rore of internediâFyr Europe's involvement during
the first two centuries after contact was rather negligible.
Early oo, there were several abortive attenpts at
establishing a pepper trade by the portuguese, the British,
and the Dutch. The pepper trade faired basically for two

reasons; first, the Europeans always gave a preference to
the Asian peppers; and second, Bini pepper always took a

long tine to collect because it had t.o be gathered from all
parts of the kingdon in order to produce a quantity
sufficient to export (Ryder tg6g). The onry item that was

ever exported to Europe in any amounts over the four
centuries of contact r{as ivory and this too tended to
decline over the years (Grahan 1965, Ryder 1g6g). The
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decline in ivory and other exports to Europe is related to
two factors; first, Benin's coastaf port was not as

accessabre as those of the neighbouring coastal states which

had, from about 1700 onward, defied Bini suzerainty; and

second, after r700 the Europeans were ress interested in
ivory than slaves.

Debates over the volume and inpact of the Atrantic
slave trade have been going on in acad.emic circles for nany

years and most rikery will continue to do so. Beninrs
participation in this trade is no exception. crowder
(1962)' for exampre, considers Benin to have been the most

inportant slave mart west of the Niger River, conducting
raids into rbo territory where the lack of political_
centralization and high population density nade them

attractive targets. Benin's decline was a direct resurt of
the srave trade for Davidson (r96l), although he modified
his position considerably in later years (see Davidson

r966) . Fage ( 1969) goes on to argue that European contact
red to a restructuring of labour organízation which had no

precedent in previous social organization and suggested that
Âfricans found l-abour itself had an economic value. The

slave trade is also considered to have a negative impact on

class structure by rigidifying it (Bodney l96z), and thus
inpeding sociar change to the benefit of the ruling class
(Davidson I96I).
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opposing the above point of view AIagoa (Ig?r), Hopkins
(1973)' Rvder (r969), and Graham (r965) naintain that
European influence was never as strongly felt inrand as it
was for the coastal kingdorns. According to Ryder and

Graham, crowder has erred in his statement that Benin rdas a

major slave mart, since Europeans often confused Benin with
its neighouring coastar kingdons, and in other circumstances
were sinpry referring to the Bight of Benin. whire it is
true that Benin did sell slaves throughout European contact,
Graham points out that there is no evidence to beLieve that
the numbers were extensive. prior to c. L7z0 there were no

male slaves sold, nor courd they be natives of Benin (see

Nyendael, and Landolphe in Roth r96g), since their Iabour
was required within the kingdon. Reports of a lt. King in
approxinately L82r do support Rodney,s clains that rulers
created "criminals" on trumped up charges to sell in the
srave trade. However, in Benin, and probabry ersewhere,
this was a political move in order to maintain stability and

prevent rebellion. This indicates nore of an attenpt to
control social change than to inpede it.

ït makes more sense to recognize that
Benin proper did not adapt to highly
dynanic external forces as rapidly asdid l{arri, Bonny, and Lagos. But Benin, svery conservatism in such a fluid
situation attests more to the depth of hertraditional tenets than to any ,decline,
(Grahan l965: 824 emphasis nine).
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3. 3. AN^â,LYTICAL COMMENTS

[{e must now return to the theoreticar considerations
with which we began this chapter. Beginning with worf's
three quarifications on the concept of redistribution, it
appears that as far as the reproduction of the conditions of
production are concerned the two prinary redistributive
spheres are the port of trade and the market. whire it
should be clear that the port of trade correspond.s crosely
to the type of social fornation where the surprus generated

by slaves and the surprus appropriated fron the free
producers must be "realizedr " the rore of the market is
somewhat harder to define. The heavy enphasis on foodstuffs
sold in the market, would suggest that its development is
related to an increasing differentiation in the division of
labour. of course, there are many kin-ordered societies
that develop narkets çcithout having to develop a state
structure, but the inportant point in the case of Benin is
that the slave node of production had at least fornally
subordinated the lineage mode. rn doing so it would have

subordinated markets to its own functioning and thus
transformed the character of the market to some degree.

That this $ras actually the case can be seen in several ways:

r) iron inports were controrred by the state through the
ports of trade; thus, the production of agriculturar and
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nilitary inplements was also either directly or indirectry
controlled by the state as werr; 2) the physical presence of
state officiars to regulate the markets themselves were a
politico-ideological representation of rerations of
domination; 3) the fact that wo¡nen tended to be narket
vendors is an ideoJ.ogical representation of the subordinate
place of the narket in relation to externar trade which was

controlled by neni and, 4) goods vital to the reproduction
of the dominant slave node of production were never for sale
in the market, particularry slaves. considering what h¡as

distributed to whom also incorporates the poritical element

to which wolf referred. rn Benin most of the titte holders
occupied non-hereditary positions. The titLes were ranked

hierarchically with successiveLy higher orders offering
greater scope to amass wealth through trade and thus
purchase more sraves in order to repeat the process again on

an expanded sca1e. when a title becane vacated applicants
had to be abre to pay the necessary fees for advancement.

of those who couLd do sor promotion depended on politicar
arliances with those in the higher orders who chose the
successful applicant (see Bradbury 1964, lg6Z).

Ekholm's dependency moder also seems to have some

appricability to the Benin case. The ,centre' courd be

defined as the capital of the kingdon. Benin city was the
most metropolitan area in its sphere of influence, it Íyas

the political hub of the kingdom proper and the subject
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territories, and it was the primary manufacturing site of
Í{eapons and pres t ige goods . The 'periphery' would

correspond to the remainder of the kingdon and suzerain
areas. Raw nateriars came from the periphery either through
srave farms or the twice yearry tribute that was colLected.
Tribute collected within the kingdom proper r{as derivered in
kind (yans, rivestock, etc.), while tribute colrected from
vassar areas r,vas paid in s laves or ivory ( Bradbury t964) .

lribute in kind fed the court, while slaves inported from

the outlying regions enhanced the productive capability of
the centre. This sirnurtaneousry irnpoverishedr or at least
nininízed, the productive capabirity of the periphery.

Ekholn arso recognízes the important function of trade
with other centres; when this trade fails the centre suffers
a decline. l{e saw earl-ier that ports of trade could still
faciLitate trade even through warfare. other parts of the
discussion indicated that warfare does have an inpact on the
volune of trade. These two points do not contradict each

other if we take into account the type of warfare invorved.
wars of expansion, which do not lead to sources of supply,
such as was indicated for the eastern region of l{est Africa
early in the 15th centüFy, do not affect production within
the expanding states and thus external trade can still take
place relativery snoothty. civir warsr oF r{ars of expansion
which do Lead to sources of suppry (such as the oyo conquest

of Dahoney for a direct route to the coast), do have an
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effect on production. ports of trade are still operative
but the disruption of production leads to a pre-capitalist

"realization crisis" which in turn affects production and

reproduction. such nay have happened to Benin in the case

of cloth export. At any rate the nature of the warfare
involved should be enpiricarry deternined to see how

production is affected, which in turn wirr have sone bearing
on whether peripheralization is a temporary or long term

phenomenon. Grahan (I965) is thus correct when he suggests

that the Bini state should not be seen as a rise and decline
but as going through cycres of rise and decline. However,

given the developments that occurred elsewhere in the lgth
century it would not be unreasonable to speculate that, had

the British (and the other coronial powers) not intervened
in Africa, the 'down' cycres wourd have occurred more often
than the 'up'. The export of Benin cloth is a good

indicator since it was being repraced by Nupe and Hausa

cLoth. Both these territories had recently been

incorporated into the Fulani Empire which doninated the
eastern portion of the west African savanna. At the same

tine Benin r.{as trying to regain some of its former
periphery. rn terms of Ekholm's model we can see a decline
in manufactured exports and a corresponding increase in
manufactured imports a classic case of peripheral_ization.
rt is worth reiterating that the European influence on Benin
Ieas negligible. oliver and Atmore consider that
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north. They s¡ere ress aware of the outside
world. They were less adaptable to change.Nevertheless, when these systems at Iastyielded, it Íyas, with the exception of Benin,to infruences of the Musrim north and not to
any emanations fron the Atlantic trading
frontier to the south (lg8f: IO2).

Finarly, brief mention must be nade regarding the
articul-ation of modes of production. unfortunately there is
no historicar naterial that would provide infornation to
substantiate or refute the four points Dupre and Rey put
forward concerning exchange in rineage societies (see pages

76 77). Bradbury's (r964, r96z) ethnographic material
rends sone support to the first three points but is vague

and very brief in regard to the fourth (erite goods). From

a logical point of view it wouLd be the control of eIite
goods that woul-d be crucial for the dominant mode of
production since this would control the seniors, where the
rocus of po$rer l-ies in the rineage mode. rf this couLd be

de¡nonstrated then it wourd be an easy step to argue that the
mode of exchange in a 'pure' lineage society was reciprocity
and that the deveropnents which lead to a tributary/slave
mode would a.Lso be the developments which give rise to
redistribution. since we can find the germs of a

tributary/sl-ave mode in the rineage mode it follor+s that we

can find the germs of redistribution in reciprocity. This
would explain why we tend to find reciprocity and

redistribution together empiricalLy.
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IV. SOME REMARKS ON CLASS STRUCTI'RE AND
CT^â,SS DYNÀMICS IN BENIN

4.L. CLASS STRUCÎURE

rf we are to believe that the class struggle is the

motor of history, then it is worthwhile, if only briefry, to
exanine what the concept 'class' means to the French

structural anthropologists. While ny intention is not to
provide a history of anthropology in France, a few comnents

on intellectual heritage are in order. euite simpry, the
pedigree of these anthropologists can be traced to

saussure's linguistic model via levi-strauss and ^A,rthusser, s

interpretation of Marxism (cf., Bloch lgB3, Kahn and Llobera
198L, Sahl-ins f gBI ) . The int,ersection of these two schooÌs

of thought occurred in nid 1960, according to Broch (lgB3),

when Godelier published structure and contradiction in
capitar (L977). rn essence, Goderier argues that Marx was a

structuralist, in the levi-straussian sense, before his
tine, i.e., structures are largely unconscious. The

inplication of such an approach have been neatl-y summarízed.

by tlolf.

I have learned nuch from the st,ructuralists;
at the same tine, I see linitations in their
approach. Since they believe that Marx was a
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systems theorist. before his tine, one who usedHegelian Ianguage because he courd not speakAlthusseri.an, they have elininated the Hågeliandialectic in Marx. This does away with Marx,sinteresting (and, to rê, vaì.uab1e) effort tobuild a philosophy of internal relations, infavor of a mechanistic systems approach thatdeals with erements-in-reration instead ofelements-of-rer-ation. The structurarists,
noreover, have endowed the structure or systemwith an absolute teleology (',structural
causality"), which moves peopre as carriers ofthe system but leaves no room for human
.otr""tou"rr. hropologythey consequently show a tendency to collapseall culture and curturar diversity into theerements of the mode of production. Furthermore,they reify the ¡node of production concept intotimeress essences, which are then alrowed toreproduce thenselves or conjugate ("articulate")
with one another without reference to historicarti¡re or circumstance. (l{orf Lggz: 40r, enphasis
added )

Here we have arrived at both the strength and the weakness

of a structural materialisn: its ahistoricity. or,
rephrasing the issue in Broch's (lgB3) ter¡ns, the French
structuralist project is not onry successfur, but too
successful-. f n separating structure and history ,,one has
gained in overarJ. cogency" (auge IgBz: lr1) white losing
sight of the fact that people do nake their own history.
structural analysis has arways been more preoccupied with

do not make their history as

of this for class analysis is
easí1y identified but have no

power to change the structure (cf., connerr rggz).
clearry the probrem that confronts us here is how to

transfor¡¡ class structure into class dynanics. The issue at

explanations as to why people

they please. The inplications

only too obvious: cl_asses are
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hand courd not be dealt with in chapter r because of the
probrems outlined above. only with the inforrnation provided
in the chapter on exchange can we begin to anaryze class
dynamics, even if onry in an indirect way. rt is in the
process of ùhat the
class structure itself is reproduced. But the reproduction
is not a carbon copy. rn varying degrees the avaitabirity
of resources and their arlocation nodify the existing
structure of production and hence the class structure. The

cumulative effect of the many smarì- changes und.ergone

reflect thenselves in trends which can in the long run lead
to new classes and new productive reLations.

Fron the arguments presented in the first chapter it is
possible to erucidate four fundamentar classes in the Bini
social fornation that correspond to two modes of production.
These are women and juniors doninated by erders in the
lineage node of production, and slaves and slave or{ners in
the sLave mode of production.

Terray (f975) enploys an essentially Leninist
conception of class in his analysis of the Abron Kingdom but
is sure to point out that Lenin's broad and general

definition of cLass is not a universaL one. rn particular,
if "a class is characterized in a differentiar nanner by its
position within a deterninate mode of production, it
conversery forlorys that a specific definition of class
corresponds to each particul-ar mode of production" (Terray

dit ion
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1975: 87) . The important consequence of this is that it
makes non-capitalist definitions of class possibre.

Terray's position is that anarysts who are seeking "crasses
for thenserves" in a non-capitalist mode of production will
not find anv. Both Terray (rg?5) and ste. croix (lg84)
recognize that class consciousness does not define a class.
Rather, the position of a cLass within a mode of production
depends on the Ievel of the productive forces (producers

versus non-producers), and the leveL of the relations of
production (i.e., the relationship to the means of
production). Keeping in nind the revel of the productive

forces and relations of production, Terray concludes that
there are four possible types oi class:

1) Producers disposing of the means of
production (self subsistent community
production, petty connodity production) .
2) Producers separated from the means of
production (slave, serf, worker).
3) Non-producers disposing of the means of
production (sIave-owner, feudal Iord,
capitalist ) .

4) Non-producers separated from the means
of production (social classes and
categories said to be unproductive).
This last type provides a precise definition
of what might be catled secondary classes.
Even if secondary classes of a specific
nature are found in each rnode of production,
their specificity is but a derivative effect
of the specificity of the fundamentar. crasses,
i.e., the classes that have an actual relation
to the means of production at one or the
other level (l97Ez B8).

The finar class category that rerray suggests will
assist in completing the class structure of the Benin
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Kingdon. Hints of a secondary c lass r{ere noted in the f i rs t
chapter when it was indicated that the majority of household

heads in the virlages (some were elders, some were not)
engaged in trade and the titre system. Thus, to varying
degrees, this segment of the population engaged in
activities corresponding to both the lineage and the slave
¡node of production. Analogous to this situation is the
process leading to what Carchedi (f977) terms the new petty
bourgeoisie, whereby nembers of this class spend part of
their tine performing the tasks of labour and another part
perforning the tasks of capitar. As a heuristic device,
Carchedi's (L977l. 87-92) model and diagramatic

representation shed some light on a class of petty slavers
( f or lack of a better term) in Benin ( see Figure r ) . Ivhi re
some inportant differences exist between carchedirs
presentation of class in capitalisn and mine in slavery
(outlined by ?erray, see arso Marx Lggz), the same basic
principle is operative. For carchedi, agents in the new

petty bourgeoisie are distinguished precisery by their rore
in the production process. They are not capital_ist since
they do not own the means of production nor are they workers
since, in varyinÉ degrees, they perforrn managment tasks on

beharf of the capitarists. Thus the ner{ petty bourgeoisie,
"in terms of production relatíons are a sort of'hybrid,, a

nixture of the two'pure'classes" (Lgrr:5). Because it is
not possible to perform the tasks of labour and capital
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FIGURE 1

The Class Structure of Benin
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sinultaneously, a hierarchy develops whereby some agents

perform the tasks of capital nore frequentry than the tasks

of rabour or vice versa. rt is this basic idea which r find
analogous to the situation in Benin. The hierarchy in the

virlage and state rever title systems produces a situation
where increased participation in trading (slavery) neans a

corresponding decrease in tine spent on agricultural

activities (donestic/ lineage relations). one can now better
understand why the system of hereditary chiefs and their

niniature courts are so inportant as a mechanism of

articuration. rn terms of state slavery, the titles of the

lown and Palace chiefs were bestowed upon ¡¡embers of this
secondary class and not upon the "commoners" as Bradbury and

Ryder have suggested. The very nature of advancement in the
system by the ability to pay the appropriate fees would

preclude any agriculturalist from entering the state level
titre system without first going through the vilrage revel
system.

Before concluding this section on crass structure r

would suggest that rerray's notion of secondary class needs

revision on two points. First, a secondary class need not

be entirery unproductive, âs carchedi has alr"ady shown with
the new petty bourgeoisie, although the

product ive/unprod.uctive ratio varies. second., and perhaps

more important, is that crasses need not be derived
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exclusivery from within a mode of production, but can be

derived fron between nodes of production, i.e., their
articulation.

4 .2 . CLâ,SS DYN.AMICS

An examination of class dynanics in the Bini social
formation is difficult partly due to the ahistoricaÌ nature
of French structuralist Marxism, and partly due to the
restrictions on the early European chroniclerrs movements.

Historicar information that we do have comes prinarily from
the collection of oraL court history collected by Egharevba

(1968). Each oba's deeds are very briefly described along
with any innovations or events said to have occurred during
his reign. some of these obas are barely nentioned whire
others receive relatively more attention. I{hile a detailed
examination of class dynamics cannot be presented, the
information provided in the first two chapters supplenented
by theories on the individual in societv, by G. plekhanov

(1969) and l. Ilhite (rg4g), shourd Éive us a fairly clear
indication of class trends.

Plekhanov's and Whiters theories are worthy of
attention because the oral history colrected by Egharevba is
prinarily a history of certain individuals (nostly obas).
can past obas policies and decisions be attributed solely to
thern? Plekhanov and l{hite wourd answer wtíh a resounding
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"no". "The effect of personal peculiaritiesr', writes
Plekhanov, "is undeniabre; but no less und.eniable is the

fact that such an effort could occur only in the Eiven

social conditions" ( I969: 16I). Social organization has a

very large influence on the role and social significance of
any individual. Thus tlhite has criticized Boas in
particuLar for suggesting that "Negro rulers" had some

inherent, inborn ability, "whose genius for organization has

enabled then to estabrish flourishing empires" (Boas in
I{hite 1949: 194). Personar qualities of an individuar nake

the individuar more or ress able to fulfilr certain social_

needs ç+hich have arisen fron social relations of production.

rn additionr Do event, discovery, invention, etc., can take
place until a certain stage in the productive forces has

been reached. rn other words, certain social conditions

call into existence certain events. white provides a

comPelling example when he discusses paral-Iel discoveries in
science (e. g. , I949: 209) .

I{hite has argued that people Laberred "great" are at
the pinnacre of some strand of social deveropment, i.e., at
a tirne when the elements of a synthesis are possibte.

sinilarry, Plekhanov arg,ues that great individuars do not
create trends, but rather, they are the product of trends
and merely its best representatives. Trends are put in
motion by a class or classes, and classes in turn depend on

their relation to other crasses and the state of the
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productive forces. As ste. croix (19g4) noted, classes can

and do struggle without necessarily having a class
consciousness. c Iass is also an inportant deterninant of
the rate of change for technological advance, particurarLy

in non-capitalist societies. This is so because the

dominant class has privileged access to resources,
information, etc., but is conposed of few individuals in
relation to other classes.

The state of the productive forces and the sociar
relations that exist within a nation are what prekhanov

termed "particurar causes". The sum of particular causes

within an area, i.e., relations among severar nations,
create the general cause or trend. rn the area and time r

am examining the general cause is unfree 1abour, the extreme

forn of which is manifested as sravery. The extent of
production depended on available human Iabour because of the
low level of productive forces. some of these trends have

arready been discussed in chapter rr. particular causes are
supplenented by individuar causes. General and particular
causes determine the trend and ri¡nit the influence of
individuar causes, but the individuar causes provide the
specific features exhibited. It is in this sense that tr/hite
could assert "we can predict the course of evolution but not
of history" (IYhite rg4g: zJ}). Thus, "great" people are

those who can best perform the social tasks emanating from
general and particular trends.
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we are now in a position to reconstruct the trends put

in notion by various classes in l{est Africa with particular

reference to the Benin Kingdon. The French struct,uraLists
aid in understanding the particurar causes through their
analysis of production relations within the Bini sociar
formation and the resultant class structure. Dependency

theorists provide some assistance through their analysis of
the movement of surplus within and between social fornations
(general- and particular causes). poranyi's analysis forms a

connection between the two theories by relating the movement

of surplus back to the institutional (i.e., social)
structure which governs the conditions of reproduction (also
generaÌ and particul-ar causes ) .

Having said this we can now turn our attention to the
king lists provided by Egharevba. Right from the beginning
we can state that the fornation of the second dynasty, which

t.ras related to st,ate formation and the ascendancy of slave
relations of production, could only have occurred because of
the developments reached in the first dynasty through the
full development of the lineage node into a petty chiefdom.

For this reason r had suggested earrier that it was

inconsequential whether the founding of the second dynasty

was a conquest or an invitation. rn either case the state
Íyas built on elements fron the petty chiefdom.

The first monarch, Eweka r, ascend.ed the throne at an

early â8e, c. L200 A.D. since he was young, his advisors
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took charge of the state adninistration. During this early
period the Town chiefs had not yet been forned; onry the

Palace chiefs had, and the lJzama were fornally incorporated

into the state machínery. This is an interesting period

because it set the stage for Bini politics for approximateì_y

250 years. The incorporation of the lJzama is simultaneously
the incorporation, poIitically, of the old mode of
production into the state based on new and ascending slave
relations. Thus representatives of two do¡ninant classes

were to struggre within the state structure; the paLace

chiefs (and oba) represented the interests of a srave-owning

class, and the lJzama were spokesmen for the erders of
rineage relations (keeping in nind they r{ere probabry at
odds with elders as weLt). Ewedo succeeded Eweka r as oba

c. L255 A.D. Noteworthy during his reign is the fact that
the uzana h¡ere denied the authority to confer titles in the
state system, this right being solely invested in the oba.

Ifhile the uzamar âs representatives of their class r rìo doubt

resisted such a poJ.icy, the fact that they rost this right
should not be surprising. The general trend in west Africa
at that time was a move toward slave relations, although the

trend had probabry originated in the northern savanna

states. The success of the palace chiefs and the Oba over

the uzama was mereì-y a manifestation of this general trend
as it moved southward.
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of course the cl-ass which r{as represent,ed by the uaama

did not cease to struggle. white the oral history is vague,

it is almost certain that the lJzama attenpted to reverse the

trend toward sravery in favour of their own class interests
(which r{e night reasonabry suspect to be sone other form of
tributary domination). Events were slowly coming to a head.

By the tine Egbeka was crowned c. l3z0 he had inherited a

kingdon filled with dissent. "Tradition says that he had

severar civir wars with the lJzama Nihinron...Egbeka died
unmourned by his subjects" (Egharevba 1968: l3). clearry
the trend toward slavery was not without resistance, but

equalry clear is that the trend continued unabated, both

within and outside the kingdon.

Previously r noted in chapter rr that the early and mid

15th century was a period of upheavaL in eastern tfest Africa
where the Yoruba, Nupe, and rgala kingdons as werl as Benin

Í{ere experiencing dynastic changes. Events that occurred

during the reign of Ewuare the Great c. 1440 were a

reflection of the general trend culminating and entrenching
itself in the Bini sociar formation. During his reign the
power of the uzama and their class interests were further
reduced partly by the instarlation of prinogeniture as the
rule for royal- succession, and partry by the establishnent
of the Town chiefs. with the creat,ion of the Town chiefs
the incorporation of a secondary crass of petty slavers into
the state was achieved. petty slavers as a cLass wourd have
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forned sornetime during the previous z5o years while the

trend toward slavery was consolidating. Their incorporation

into the state was important for two reasons. First, at

that tine their interests wourd have coincided to a rarge

degree with the Palace Chiefs and slaving cl.ass in
opposition to the uzama and their supporters. second.Iy,

since petty sl-avers had reasons to support the class in
favour of the slave mode and the class in favour of the

lineage mode, in the long run their interests were

ult inately in neither and thus a new trend r{as set in
notion--a trend that was in favour of trading without, or at
reast with ninimal, state regulation and intervention.
This, however, is a generalization. some of the Town chiefs
would side with the Palace chiefs and vice versa, but for
the most part each cLass was represented by a titte group.

Again, the view put forward by Ryder that Ewuare's rule may

have been a conquest is of littLe irnportance, since the

historical trend and not the particular event is what is of
concern.

A period of expansion that rasted approxinately rs0

years was set in motion after the restructuring of the state
during Ewuare's reign. During this period and beyond the
principle of prinogeniture in the royal househord did not

ease succession disputes but exacerbated then. Although the

first born son was to be crowned oba upon his father,s death

in the ideal sit,uation, in practice the reigning oba never
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naned his successor until late into his rule. sons who were

born ¡cithin a close period of tirne often crained to be the
erdest. Each of the craimants wouLd gather a poriticaL
folrowing during their father's lifetine so that when he

died long or short periods of civil war often ensued. rn
other words, rival classes and/or factions had a stake in
ensuring their candidate gained the throne.

By approxinatery 1000 Benin had reached the heights of
its expansion. sravers and petty slavers had expanded their
fortunes together (though not necessariry in harmony) and

politically nini¡nized the uzama and their supporters. From

this period onward the sravers and petty slavers were

increasingly at odds with each other as their interests
began to diverge. Ahenkpayer coronated c. 1625, was

dethroned within a period of ten years. å,lthough the orar
history is uncrear, the dethronement was a result of his
alleged greed. whether he was pre-empting the rights of one

class over another, sinply pre-enpting rights of alr crasses
due to personal serfishnessr or some combination of both, is
uncrear. My own opinion is that the petty slavers had begun

to mount a successful challenge against the slave-owning
class. My position is based on Egharevga's discussion of
the next monarch, who "took serious precautions not to
provoke the chiefs to anger, and ruled in accord.ance with
the wish of the peopre" (1968: 36). "The peopre" or the

"commonarity" as r argued earlier, is none other than the
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class of petty slavers.

tine, during the reign of

Nyendael nade one of his

in the kingdon. He wrote

It r{as also shortly after this

Oreoghene (crowned c. I689) that

first of two stays (1699 and L70Z)

that the

natives here seem very civil to each
other, and onit no opportunity of offering
their nutual services; but this is bare
complinent, for they will not trust one
another, but are jealously prudent, and
very reserved, especially in the management
of their trade, which they dispatch with
the utmost secrecy, out of fear of being
represented as great traders to theirgovernors, who, upon such a discovery,
wouLd certainly accuse then¡ of sone crine
or other, in order to possess thenselves,
though never so unjustly, of the efforts of
these rich merchants (Nyendael in Roth l96g: 46).

Furthermore, it was within the period rasting fron
approximately 1690 to 1zr0 that the kingdorn was in a

protracted state of civil war.

the resurt of this civil war, according to Ryder (r969)

was that the nerchant associations had overcome the

resistance of the oba and his supporters. rn other word.s,

the petty slaving class had wrested some control of commerce

from the state (dominated by the srave-owning class). An

economic trend ç{as underway which sought to separate trade
from the state. The proronged period of civil war had in
arl likerihood slowed export production (particularry

cloth), and had definitely caused a ross in the síze of
Benin's periphery. There was a short period of rerative
prosperit,y and peace that Lasted for approxinately 40 years.
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Àkengbuda's reign (c. 1750 rB04) saw a resurgence of
disputes as the srave owning crass sought to recover lost
privileges from the petty slavers. For a tine it appeared

that the slave owning crass would be in a position to halt
or reverse the trend. There were plans to recover much of
the lost periphery and there was a resurg,ence of slave-based
production. This counter trend seemed to have reached its
peak during the reign of the penurtinate oba before the

British invasion. this oba (Adolo) "purchased many slaves

and founded many towns and virlages for then to dwerl in"
(Egharevba I968; 47). Oba Ovonramwen, the final ruler
before British intervention, would have carried on where his
predecessors left off. rt is, of course, a moot point as to

whether the trend of co¡nmerce being separated from the state
woul-d have carried on or whether the counte.r trend would

have prevailed. rn January t897, several title holders had

nearry arr of a British political and trade mission

nassacred.

on Benin.

By nid-February British troops began their march

4.3. ÀNALYTICAI COMMENTS

The discussion on class structure in Benin has

inprications for our understanding of the articul_ation
process. while Terray may be absolutery correct in
suggesting that tribute was light in order to facilítate the
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reproduction of the doninant slave mode, the existence of a

secondary crass of petty slavers adds additionar reasons.
Participation in the vilrage revel title system was just as

good a guarantee of the agriculturalists' support of the
state revel system, since ideotogically and economically
they felt they r{ere participating in the sociar system.

Tribute ín addition to the fees paid for advancement in the
village and state revet titte systems, ensured that a large
proportion of the surprus produced in the kingdom found its
way into the state coffers anyway. Thus, petty slavers, who

were operating within two modes of production, acted to
transfer surplus from the rineage mod.e of production to the
slave mode of production.

I{e have aLso seen that one of the dominant economic

trends in the social fornation was the drive, especiarry on

the part of the petty sravers, to separate contror of
externar trade from the state. This trend, however, is a

contradictíon to the state needing control of trade in order
for snooth reproduction of slave relations to take prace.
Forlowing the civil war of the late Lzth and earry l8th
centuries, it was noted that cloth production for export was

reduced for several reasons. Although attempts were made to
reverse this situation on the part of the srave owning

cLass, the danage was done¡ so to speak, and Benin had

experienced some peripherarization. This peripheratization
was balanced to some degree, however, by the mercantire
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activities of the petty slavers who resisted transferring

wealth to the state and the slave owning class. If

Meillassoux is correct in posturating that slavery is an

avenue to serfdom, then one can hypothesize that the

conditions that creat,e serfdom may also create a merchant

class. Here, I would suggest, is where we nay find the

class dynamic, at least in the case of Benin. In this

regard it is important to recog,nize the fundarnental effects

of secondary classes on the whole social fornation and the

possibilities they present in the transition of one mode of
production to another.
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v. coNctusloNs

Broadry speaking, in the remaining pages r will address

two issues, namely theoryr âs presented, here, and, its
applicability to current practice. First, r will focus on

theory.

At the outset, r argued that if 'dependency' theory and

'articuration' theory are to be synthes ized, in some fashion,
then an appropriate characterization of ,levels, was

necessary. Throughout the course of the presentation an

attempt was made to synthesize these two schools of thought
in theoretical and enpirical terns. A diagranatic
representation of ny efforts, based on l{olfrs (rg8z) node of
production scheme and EkhoIn, s ( IggI ) mod.el of
evorution/devolution, even if only of heuristic value, can

now be presented (see Figure z). what such a nodel inpries,
first of all, is that locar kin-ordered modes of product,ion

are varied from the beginning. some archaelogical evidence
exists to support this by way of the great diversity of
neolithic toor assemblages. Honogenization of traditions
occurred in time and space. As social systems become more

complex, i.e., evorve into tributary modes of production,
they tend to cover more geographic space. Local situations,
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in this context, witl vary due to the deveropments of the
centre and periphery, and, in regionar terms, severaJ.

rerated but distinct centres and peripheries. This is as

far as r ventured in the case of Benin, although a furr
understanding would require an exaninatíon of the Benin

Kingdom's incorporation into the capitalist world econo¡ny at
the turn of the century (which was viorent and as a

periphery) and the subsequent development of capitalist
production rel-ations.

Another feature of the noder is that r have attempted

to incorporate spatiar and temporal elements into the node

of production concept. This notion is most clearry
manifested in the context of exchange. As social systems

become more comprex, trade extends ever outwards while
increasing in volume. The nature of exchange is nodified by

the developnent of the state and tributary production

rerations¡ Érs Poranyi has denonstrated. Terray, from a

different vantage, has argued that the state develops to
ensure the reproduction of tributary production relations by

controlling the trade of essential products. Both authors
are conveying the same message. Ekholn's moder as adapted

here does not contradict this position but adds a spatiar
dinension by suggesting a centre and periphery. rn the case

of Benin, externar and internal trade was to the benefit of
the centre more than to the kingdon as a whore. rn class
terms, the ruling cfass Í,ì¡as situated in or near the centre
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for the most part. Ekhorn adds a temporal component through
the notion of Iocal evolution followed by devolution. at
the locar lever the Local ruling crass which formerì.y

extracted surprus from its periphery is replaced or

overshadowed by a ruling class from elsewhere. The removal

of the rocaL ruting crass leads to reliance on the rocal
productive base, and thus reproduction of the former
production relations can no longer take place on an extend.ed

scale, if at all. This process occurs on an ever extending
scale because production occurs at the various ascendent

centres on an ever extending scaLe. Hence in the late 20th
century we can truly speak of grobar crises as nerd centres
begin to peripheralíze order centres on an international
scaLe.

This notion of 'Ievels, is not new to Marxist or
anthropological thought. crearry plekhanov demonstrates

sinilar ideas when he discusses general and particular

causes. Arfred Kroeber (1963) held some sinilar ideas
(which greatly influenced t{hite) when he presented the

'curture areat concept half a century ago. The inportance
of space-time factors, and the enphasis on examining the
social whole as well as its constituent parts were advocated

by these authors. Kroeber long ago noted that the points in
tine and space during which curture growth reaches its peaks

coincides with territoriar expansion, wealth, aesthetic
achievement, scientific achievement, etc. Like others
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before and since his tine, he took into account ecology

without a deterministic bias. He was also well aware that
devorution folrowed evolution. rn fact Kroeber and Ekholm

are very sinilar in many respect,s. For example,

...the very concept of climaxr oF, if one
will, culture center, involves not only
the focus of an area but also a culmination
in tine. Through the clinax, accordingly,
geography and history are brought into
relation; orr at any rate, the areaL and
tenporal aspects of culture cannot be
reaì.1y related unl_ess consideration is
accorded to climax (Kroeber Ig6B: Z2B,
enphasis added).

rf one were to substitute the words 'poritical economy, for

'culture' it becomes easy to grasp ny neaning. For those

who would reject the equation of curture and poLiticar

economy in this instance, recalr that the human econo¡ny is
enbedded in economic and non-economic institutions; after
all, the middle ages could not live on cathoricism...

A' third inplication of the moder is that transitions
from one node of production to another are gradual and that
the ord mode may be dominated and transformed but not

imnediatery eradicated. This cones across clearly in the

discussion regarding secondary crasses. The,articuration'
of modes of production can resurt in the fornation of
secondary cLasses. Their formation can potentially tead to
a ner{ sociar dynanic (i.e., contradiction) by binding the

two modes together while sinultaneously generating a trend
to new rerations of production. A nodern exampre found in
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the advanced capitalist fornations are the ,o1d, petty
bourgeoisie, resulting from the articulaùion of the feudal
and capitalist modes. rn peripheral capitalist fornations
nigrant workers nay be a good example of a secondary crass
that spends part of their tine in capitaList rerations and

part in domestic/lineage relations. Given the nodel

outrined by Ekholn and the class dynamics of the primary and

secondary classes struggling today, there is some historical
support for Amin's position that the Third f{orld (or parts
thereof), as the periphery, wirl be the future centre and

locus of change.

Having said this, ret us examine what r mean when r

'levels'. From the very first chapter r rejected using
French structural-ist notion of econornic, political, and.

ideological 'levers' derived from Arthusser in favour of

say

the

Marx's own approach in Capital (i.e., successive

approxinations to reality). scott cook best exemprifies ny

meaning when he wrot,e:

While the social relations of production
night be a valid departure point for a
synchronic analysis of a given formation,
an understanding of the fornation,s
dynamics or of its historical traject,ory
--what it was and what it is becoming--
must depart from and return to a concern
with the productive forces, oF at Ieast to
their necessary articul-ation with the
'relations' and the critical role of the
labour process in social reproduction.
(I977: 369)
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For the case of Benin, I did begin with a synchronic

analysis. 'Articulation' theory provided a useful method

for understanding the basic crass structure and how surplus

is produced and appropriated. The deveLopment of the

productive forces, in a technical sense, over the time

period considered was quite nininal, relying Iargely on

hunan labour. However, both theoretically and enpirically r

argued that state slavery was herd by the contradiction of
denying and providing rights to the means of production.

Thus a tendency toward serfdom and naintaining srave

relations. The third and fourth chapters attenpted to

incorporate what is valuable in 'dependency, theory by

examining the movement of surplus on a local and regional
scaLe and how this maintains, dissolves, or creates

contradictions. rt shourd be noted that the concept of
surplus in'dependency'theory is based not on Marx, but on

Baran (e.g. 1973). Baran's category of actual surplus

focuses on the movement, i.e., circulation, of already

existing surplus rather than the way it was produced and

appropriated. As r have maintained, the movement of surplus

has a direct bearing on the reprod.uction of social relations
and therefore is an important component in understanding

social dynanics.

To summarize, by 'Ievels, f refer not only to the

degree of abstraction at which analysis takes pIace, but

al-so, and sinul-taneously, to a spatial and temporal
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referent" The lower the degree of abstraction, the greater

the importance of time and space, and vice versa. arthough
there is nothing new in such a statement, it is nonetheless

worth underscoring to ensure that both Marxist and

anthropological theories are not unilineal in the

conceptualization of human social evolution, past, present,
or future.

Thus evenùs that are strikingly analog,ous,
but taking place in different milieu, lead to
totally disparate resuLts. By studying each
of these developnents separately, and then
conparing then, one can easily discover the
key to this phenomenon. (Marx Igg2: 110)

Turning now to current practice, what is really at
stake is the issue of 'development' in AfrÍca, which has

again caught the attention of the l{estern nedia as the
1980's have progressed. Debt burdens for African nations
are far beyond the expectations envisioned by d.eveloprnent

ag;encies and donor nations. The rurar domestic econony is
once again the focus of ,development.,

This concern with fanily and household is
a preoccupation of developnent literature and
of developnent practice as well_. Anthropologists
are, in repetition of an earlier day, once

.more in demand on the African continent. fn the
face of the failure of development agencies,
particularly those concerned with agriculture,
to have their new seeds, crops and techniques
adopted by African cultivators, the
ant,hropologist is rapidly being ascribed aposition equivalent to that of a shaman. This
shamanism on the part of the development
bureaucracy is the direct result of the belief
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that this particular branch of social science
can break the code of peasant household and
fanily behaviour. (Dutkiewicz and Shenton
t986: ILZ 113)

As the authors inpry, many anthropologists stirr attenpt to
understand and evaluate peasant societies to find the secret
of househord 'irrationality.' once this mysterious and

evasive truth is known, developnent agencies can step in and

herald the onset of a capitalist never-never 1and. All one

must do is work hard and wait. It is unfort,unate that the

advanced capitalist nations left no space in their nythology
for a character found throughout the rest of the worId, the

Trickster.

when a chapter of this thesis h¡as present,ed to an

economics seminar r was posed with the question, 'what is
the reLevance of this material to dever.opment issues?, My

answer then, and now, must be that historical social
deveropment has a direct relationship to how people in

'deveropingt countries respond to 'development., Here r can

take the opportunity to elaborate on a few points. At reast
for the case of Benin, arthough probably appricabre to other
African societies, the precoronial state had fostered an

ideology of sociar mobility, which possibry even has its
roots in the domestic community. sinilarly, the precolonial

state encouraged. patronage within the state itself. Both of
these historical developments suggest that certain features
of precolonial states are either pre-adapted, or a wholesale
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carryover into modern nation states. This may go some $Jay

toward explaining the peculiarities of African states, since

capitalist penetration wourd forlow the lines of reast

resistance in order to establish itself.

A second observation is that men stilr doninate not

only in the capitatist and domestic modes of production, but
in the secondary classes as weIl. HistoricalIy, men

dominated external exchange through ports of trade while

women doninated the internal trade of the market place.

Pine observed that in modern Ghana " [n]en dominat,e the two

most lucrative areas, those of wholesale originar supply and

of large-scaIe inporting and wholesare, while local selrers,

regionar burk buyers, internediaries, and s¡nall-scale urban

retailers tend to be women" (1982: 3gB 3gg). The

externar/internal dichotony stilr operates today arong with

the att,endant social and econonic devaluation of women. The

difference between then and now, pine suggests, is that

formerly trading was done to auÉment subsistence whire today

it is the basis for the survival of nany.

FinalIy, there is the issue of ,developnent, itself.

The fairure of earlier rarge scale 'development' projects

and schemes can potentiatly be repeated with the recent
accent on developnent. Donor countries and agencies seem in
favour of adopting the Berg Report prepared for the ltlorrd

Bank. Essentiarly, the report recommends increasing and

mechanizing production of export crops and that prices
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shourd be determined by narket forces with a minimum of
state intervention. curiously, small-scaIe development

projects initiated after the sahel drought and famine of the
early 1970's r.yere qui te successfur . Franke and chas in
(1980) Proposed that these projects were successful because

they were smalì., independent of the major agencies, and

insulated to some degree from the dominant crasses and

corporate interests. To this can be added that smalI-scale
projects are more successful due to the integration into the
Iocal economy rather than export oriented integration into
the grobar economy which people cannot control. rn short,
large scale projects contradict a use-value ideorogy, whire
small scale projects can incorporate it to some degree. The

high degree of internal rinkages that existed within and

between the economies of precoloniar African societies
shouLd anply denonstrate how history can inform

'developnent' planning. I{hich path of 'developrnent' is
chosen today internal reconstitution or externally
oriented is of major importance. The future of an entire
continent hangs in the balance.
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